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Abstract
A phenomenological transition ﬁlm evaporation model was introduced to a pore network
model with the consideration of pore radius, contact angle, non-isothermal interface tem-
perature, microscale ﬂuid ﬂows and heat and mass transfers. This was achieved by mod-
eling the transition ﬁlm region of the menisci in each pore throughout the porous transport
layer of a half-cell polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell. The model presented in
this research is compared with the standard diffusive fuel cell modeling approach to evapo-
ration and shown to surpass the conventional modeling approach in terms of predicting the
evaporation rates in porous media.
The current diffusive evaporation models used in many fuel cell transport models assumes
a constant evaporation rate across the entire liquid-air interface. The transition ﬁlm model
was implemented into the pore network model to address this issue and create a pore size
dependency on the evaporation rates. This is accomplished by evaluating the transition ﬁlm
evaporation rates determined by the kinetic model for every pore containing liquid water in
the porous transport layer (PTL).
The comparison of a transition ﬁlm and diffusive evaporation model shows an increase in
predicted evaporation rates for smaller pore sizes with the transition ﬁlm model. This is
an important parameter when considering the micro-scaled pore sizes seen in the PTL and
xxxi
becomes even more substantial when considering transport in fuel cells containing an MPL,
or a large variance in pore size.
Experimentation was performed to validate the transition ﬁlm model by monitoring evap-
oration rates from a non-zero contact angle water droplet on a heated substrate. The sub-
strate was a glass plate with a hydrophobic coating to reduce wettability. The tests were
performed at a constant substrate temperature and relative humidity. The transition ﬁlm
model was able to accurately predict the drop volume as time elapsed.
By implementing the transition ﬁlm model to a pore network model the evaporation rates
present in the PTL can be more accurately modeled. This improves the ability of a pore
network model to predict the distribution of liquid water and ultimately the level of ﬂooding
exhibited in a PTL for various operating conditions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A fuel cell is an electrochemical device that like a heat engine converts a fuel (namely
hydrogen in the PEM fuel cell) into electrical work. While a heat engine converts the fuel
into heat then to mechanical work a fuel cell converts the fuel directly to electrical work.
The electrochemical reaction in a PEM fuel cell is with reactants hydrogen and oxygen
with water as the products. Equation 1.1 demonstrates each half cell reaction for a PEM
fuel cell.
ANODE : H2 −−−−→ 2H++2e−
CATHODE : 4H++4e−+O2 −−−−→ H2O (1.1)
Overall : 2H2+O2 −−−−→ 2H2O
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When operating with pure oxygen two moles of oxygen are required for every mole of
hydrogen however when a fuel cell is supplied with air the amount of oxygen in the air
becomes a factor, at standard atmospheric pressure and temperature 21% of the air is oxy-
gen, thus the air ﬂow supply must be greater than that of pure oxygen. For example, with
a given power output, Pe and cell voltage, Vc the oxygen supply rates in kg/s would be as
follows1:
O2 Usage =
MO2 ·Pe
4 ·F ·Vc
=
32×10−3 ·Pe
4 ·96485.3 ·Vc
= 8.29×10−8 · Pe
Vc
The air usage will change due to the composition of primarily the molecular weight of the
mixture (Mair) and the percentage of air that is comprised of oxygen thus changing the
required air supply for the same power to cell voltage ratio to:
Air Usage =
MO2 ·Pe
mO2
mair
·4 ·F ·Vc
=
28.97×10−3 ·Pe
0.21 ·4 ·96485.3 ·Vc
= 35.7×10−8 · Pe
Vc
A PEM fuel cell has a simple design, it makes use of a solid polymer membrane which con-
ducts protons, rigid transport layers and has a fairly low platinum content of approximately
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0.2 mg/cm2 as reported by Larminie and Dicks 1. Figure 1.1 illustrates a typical single cell
of a PEM fuel cell stack.
The membrane layer of the PEM fuel cell is referred to as the proton exchange membrane
and is one of the distinguishing components to a PEM fuel cell. This solid electrolyte is
typically comprised of a sulphonated ﬂuoropolymer which is a modiﬁed polyethylene chain
where the hydrogen groups are replaced with ﬂuorine through a process called perﬂuori-
nation. When sulphonated the long chain ﬂuoroethelyne grows side chains that contain a
sulphonic acid (HSO3) group that are ionicly bonded making the actual end group a SO
−
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ion. This is why this component is sometimes referred to as the ionomer1–4. The chemical
composition of the membrane portion of the PEM fuel cell has a base chain of hydropho-
bic PTFE (polytetraﬂuoroethelyne) with hydrophilic side chains. These hydrophilic side
chains are responsible for the high water absorption found in these membranes. This is a
very important property of the polymer electrolyte membranes as it is required for high pro-
ton conductivity, low electron conductivity and to insulate the fuel cell from pure diatomic
hydrogen crossover. The thickness of this layer varies from 25 μm to 200 μm depending
on the application. The most common catalyst used for the catalyst layer of the PEM fuel
cell is platinum. The catalyst layer as mentioned previously contains very low amounts of
platinum, on the order of 0.2 mg/cm2. To create the catalyst layer very small particles of
platinum are usually adhered to a carbon based powder that is then hot pressed onto the
surface of the polymer electrolyte membrane. The method in which the platinum catalyst
is installed in the fuel cell can differ from manufacturer to manufacturer.
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Figure 1.1: A single cell schematic illustrating the individual components
of a fuel cell with average pore data, thicknesses and images depicting actual
appearance of the anode and cathode PTLs.
The MPL is sandwiched between the cathode PTL and the cathode catalyst layer. The MPL
is used to increase the liquid water pressure on the cathode side promoting an increased
back-diffusion rate of liquid water to the anode5. This back-diffusion is thought to keep
the cathode side porous transport layer from ﬂooding thereby reducing the blockage of
reaction sites. The MPL also aids in reducing ohmic losses and better utilization of the
catalyst sites6.
The porous transport layer (PTL) sometimes referred to as a gas diffusion layer, shown
in Figure 1.1 serves as a path for electrons to follow to get to the bipolar plates. The
PTL also allows for supply of the reactant air (O2) to the catalyst and for exhaust of the
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product water away from the catalyst. This portion of the cell plays a vital role in water
management, which is one of the key issues hindering the performance of a PEM fuel cell7.
If the PTL does not transport the product water away from the catalyst layer the reaction
sites will be blocked and the reactions will slow. However, if the PTL removes the water
too quickly and the membrane dries out the proton conductivity will be reduced and again
the reactions will slow1.
The last “layer” on the cathode side is the cathode bipolar plate, this component has many
variations currently in use. Many of the variations on the bipolar plate consist of either a
material or ﬂow ﬁeld (channel conﬁguration) pattern. The materials range from composites
such as injection molded graphite ﬁlled polymers to stamped plates such as stainless steel
or machined graphite blocks. The available material choices are vast and ever expanding.
However material selection of the bipolar plate is beyond the scope of this research so
for more information on this subject see the work by Mehta and Cooper 8. The ﬂow ﬁeld
design is as diverse as the variability of the material selection. The ﬂow ﬁelds may be
parallel ﬂow paths, serpentine paths, parallel serpentines, grids and interdigitated. Among
these conﬁgurations the anode and cathode bipolar plates can be offset as well allowing for
endless variations on ﬂow path conﬁgurations. For more information on the impact of the
ﬂow ﬁeld design to the PEM fuel cells operation see the work by Shimpalee et al. 9.
The designs for each of these layers listed is typically quite similar from the anode side to
the cathode side with the exception of the microporous layer and in some cases the anode
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side PTL. The alternative designs to the anode PTL utilize a hydrophilic PTL to help relieve
liquid water buildup on the cathode side. This is done with the hopes that the liquid water
will have less impact on the reaction rates due to the higher diffusion rates of hydrogen thus
allowing more time for the removal of water without slowing the cell reaction rates10.
Water management in a PEM fuel cell is a delicate balance; the membrane requires full
saturation to operate to the best of its ability while the catalyst layer, which resides im-
mediately adjacent to the membrane, needs to be kept dry and free from water to optimize
platinum reaction sites. If either of these conditions falls too far below optimal, the fuel cell
will become ﬂooded and the oxygen will not be able to reach the reaction sites stopping the
reaction, or the membrane will become dehydrated and stop conducting protons and even-
tually breaking the side chains on the membrane permanently reducing proton conductivity,
thus resulting in reduced efﬁciency11. The reaction of hydrogen ions and oxygen occur in
the cathode side which means that the water is generated at the cathode. The excess water
can most easily be removed in the gas phase however, in situations where liquid water is
present, the fuel cell must rely on the capillary ﬂows, evaporation, inlet humidities and air
ﬂow rates to clear the reaction sites of the liquid water. To make the situation worse the
proton conduction of the membrane tends to carry water from the anode side to the cathode
side by a phenomenon known as electro-osmotic drag. It is because of these complications
that understanding how water travels through the cathode layer is of the highest importance
in creating a robust design of a PEM fuel cell.
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Figure 1.2: Fuel cell polarization curve showing all the losses using a typ-
ical zero dimensional modeling approach which can be found in Larminie
and Dicks 1.
One of the most commonly reported parameters used to describe how well a PEM fuel cell
is operating is called the polarization curve. An example of this curve is illustrated using a
zero-dimensional model (see section 1.1.1). The polarization curve is a plot of the voltage
a PEM fuel cell will output at various current densities. Figure 1.2 illustrates a polarization
curve along with an estimate of where the losses associated with the operation of a fuel cell
effect the overall output.
The losses observed in a PEM fuel cell can be categorized into three primary sources, the
activation losses, the ohmic losses and the mass transport losses. The activation losses are
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affected by the catalyst material selection, amount of catalyst used, and the temperature
at which the reaction is taking place. Activation losses are primarily due to the energy
required to start the chemical reaction. Figure 1.2 illustrates how at low current densities the
energy consumed to sustain the reaction grows quickly but as the current density increases
the energy losses become relatively constant. The losses due to fuel crossover, or the
hydrogen that leaks through the membrane from the anode side to the cathode side, are
sometimes added to the activation losses. The ohmic losses are linearly dependent of the
current density, this is because these losses are a function of the electrode resistivity which
will remain constant for all operating parameters. Finally there are the mass transport
losses, these losses include reduction in diffusivities due to the use of air over pure oxygen,
reduction in oxygen transport to the catalyst sites due to the higher humidities found inside
the cell and the blockage of pores and catalyst sites by the presence of liquid water.
1.1 Modeling Background
One of the largest remaining operational hurdles that is keeping the Polymer Electrolyte
Membrane (PEM) fuel cells from being introduced in commercial markets in a wide variety
of applications is effective water and thermal management. The limiting factor of the PEM
fuel cell at higher current densities is due to mass transport limitations. These limitations
are brought on by the production of liquid water in the cathode diffusion and catalyst layer1.
At high current densities liquid water blocks the pores in the diffusion media and covers the
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catalyst reaction sites quickly reducing the cell potential and overall efﬁciency. Removal
of water from these layers is easiest in the gaseous phase. Therefore understanding the
production of water and its phase as well as how the water in a fuel cell shifts between
the liquid and vapor phases is paramount to the design and optimization of better, more
efﬁcient, and more reliable fuel cells.
In order to maintain water balance in a fuel cell, operating at optimal conditions is required.
To determine these conditions the physical processes that occur inside the cell need to be
well understood. One of the key issues necessary to understanding these processes that
can be used in system development is water and thermal management12. Liquid water
distribution depends heavily on the evaporation rats, this is why understanding evaporation
is critical to development of fuel cell technology and its water management. Operational
experience has indicated that ﬂooding can even occur at low current densities and may be
difﬁcult to control at practical current densities13.
In a fuel cell there are only a few modes in which the product water is removed from
the catalyst layer. These modes include evaporation with vapor diffusion and capillary
dominated liquid water ﬂow through the porous transport layer (PTL) and gas channel.
There are a large variety of system-level fuel cell models ranging from zero dimensional
to three dimensional. There is not a standard method for incorporating evaporation and
condensation into these models.
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1.1.1 Zero-Dimensional Models
A model is classiﬁed as zero dimensional if the polarization curves can be described by
a single equation. This makes the zero dimensional model the simplest of the fuel cell
models. The zero-dimensional term comes from how the ﬂuid transport is considered,
since the transport losses are only accounted for in an empirically determined voltage loss.
No or “zero,” dimensions of the ﬂuid ﬂow are modeled. Evaporation is accounted for in the
mass transport limitations or losses. An example of a zero dimensional model is,
Vc = Er− icra−Ar ln
(
ic+ in
i0
)
−ml exp(nlic) (1.2)
where Er is the reversible open circuit voltage, ic is the current density, in is the internal fuel
crossover equivalent current density, Ar is a semi-empirically value determined by the rate
of the electrochemical reaction, i0 is the exchange current density, ml and nl are empirical
values that describe losses due to mass-transfer, and r is the area-speciﬁc resistance1. The
voltage loss due to mass transfer (1.3) is purely empirical and the variables nl and ml are
ﬁtting parameters determined by non-linear regression14.
ΔEr = ml exp(nli) (1.3)
Another approach to modeling this mass transfer loss that is more theoretically based can
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be seen in equation 1.4. However, this only applies to fuel cells that are supplied with pure
oxygen as opposed to air. This method also neglects the production and removal of water1.
ΔVtrans =−Bl ln
(
1− ic
il
)
(1.4)
In this equation the constant Bl is empirically determined for the fuel cell operating state.
Transient modeling is difﬁcult using this approach. Zero dimensional equations are good
for initial estimates, and appropriate for calculating voltages. However, zero-dimensional
models cannot be used for optimizing or predicting performance other than cell voltage for
very speciﬁc operating conditions. Figure 1.2 shows an example of a polarization curve
along with the losses associated with mass transfer, activation overvoltage and internal
resistance, calculated using Equation 1.2.
1.1.2 One Dimensional Models
One dimensional models, sometimes referred to as the sandwich models15, are the next
step in complexity after the zero-dimensional models. There exist many variations of one-
dimensional models but each variation is based on the same general approach. One di-
mensional models treat the fuel cell stack as a single directional ﬂow perpendicular to each
of the layers. The typical sandwich model assumes there are at least ﬁve layers, anode
and cathode electrode and catalyst layers, and the membrane. The microporous layer of
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the diffusion layer is occasionally treated as an individual layer16. Each of these layers
has a separate set of governing equations describing ﬂow of water (vapor and/or liquid),
reactants, electrons, and/or protons through each modeled layer.
A number of sub-models exist for each layer and each sub-model requires a unique set
of assumptions and their own strengths and weaknesses. Many of these individual layer
sub-models can be combined to create a stack-level model that investigates a very speciﬁc
phenomenon. Selected models for the membrane, catalyst layer and PTL, sub-models are
examined for their individual strengths and weaknesses in determining evaporation rates
and, subsequently, mass transport limitations.
1.1.2.1 Membrane Modeling
The polymer electrolyte membrane of a PEM fuel cell is responsible for conducting pro-
tons, separating reactions17. A typical membrane is a copolymer of polytetrafuoroethy-
lene and perﬂurosulfonic acid. There are a number of different approaches used for a one
dimensional membrane model, microscopic and physical, diffusive, hydraulic, hydraulic-
diffusive, and combination models are some of the more popular approaches.
Diffusive membrane modeling is also common, because its simplicity and ease of inte-
gration into a system level model. Diffusive models are almost always single phase, and
the transport of water is normally either neglected or it is assumed constant16,18–22. The
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proton transport through the membrane is explained using Ohm’s law (1.5) and the Nernst-
Plank equation, which when combined these are able to be directly applied to the polar-
ization equation. The drawback of the diffusive membrane model is that little information
is provided about the membrane and how it is operating because of the vast number of
simplifying assumptions. Typical examples are treating the water movement as a known
constant, the membrane is modeled as a single phase that usually corresponds to the vapor-
equilibrated membrane, and the application of Schröder’s paradox are just a few of these23.
When the membrane is modeled as a single phase it is assumed that no water exists in the
membrane and a source term for water is added at the interface of the catalyst layer and
the membrane. These models are good for situations where the area of interest is not the
membrane and is more the system level outputs. Ohm’s law is deﬁned as
ic =−κ∇Vp (1.5)
where ic is current, κ is the ionic conductivity, an Vp is the cell potential
16.
Hydraulic models allow for modeling the membrane layer as two-phase, as opposed to the
single phase in the diffusive membrane models. The two phases modeled are the membrane
phase and the water phase. This separates the water and the membrane into two separate
phases accounting for the proton transport as part of the water phase. To make up for the
added complexity by the added phase, these models assume that the water content in the
membrane layer is constant which renders the pressure gradients linear and the transport
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properties constant, in a similar manner as the diffusive models.
Hydraulic-Diffusive models are a combination of the hydraulic models and the diffusive
models. Hydraulic models are pressure driven, while diffusive models are diffusion driven.
The hydraulic-diffusive models account for both of these driving forces. The concentration
of water is considered constant and water is assumed to be in the gas phase in order to
use the gas pressure as a driving force. These models operate very much like the diffusive
models computationally, however they yield a greater ﬂux of water from the cathode to the
anode16.
Microscopic and physical models are a very common approach to local modeling of the
electrolyte. The majority of these models rely on statistical mechanics and molecular dy-
namics which are applied to the macroscopic membrane17,24–29. These models are not
commonly used in system level modeling. The predictions made by these models can be
useful in determining the diffusion rates and more importantly the proton conduction. Due
to the nature of the molecular dynamics and statistical mechanics these types of models
are capable of investigating the effects of different pore size and pore distribution, as well
as different types of electrolytes30,31. Microscopic models are the only membrane model-
ing approaches where nearly all treat this layer as a two-phase system modeling water and
membrane phases16. The primary focus of this type of membrane model is how the mem-
brane structure is affected by the membranes water content. The membrane models can
account for phase change, but the complexity requires signiﬁcant computational resources
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when incorporated into a system level model.
1.1.2.2 Catalyst Layer Modeling
The catalyst layer in most cells is the thinnest of the layers modeled in a fuel cell (10
μm - 35 μm), but possibly the most complicated. Since the PTL governing equations are
typically the same with the addition of the electrochemical reaction equations16,32–36. The
modeling for this layer of the fuel cell falls into two categories, the microscopic models
and the macrohomogenous models.
The microscopic models are much like in the membrane modeling and are statistical me-
chanics and molecular dynamics based. Also like with the membrane modeling these mod-
els are rarely used in multilayer simulations as they are very computationally demanding.
These models excel at simulating the transfer reactions as well as the reaction mechanism
that occur in this layer.
Macrohomogenous models, the most common of the multilayer models, are typically de-
signed for the cathode. This is because the cathode catalyst layer experiences slower reac-
tion rates than the anode side catalyst layer due to the diffusion rates of oxygen being lower
than that of hydrogen, the presence of liquid and vapor water decrease effective diffusivi-
ties as well as the production of water on the cathode side making the mass transfer effects
signiﬁcantly more dominant16. The anode catalyst layer is usually a simpliﬁed version of
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the cathode catalyst layer model. One issue that makes modeling this layer of the fuel cell
very complex is that in this layer many different phases exist, liquid, gas, various different
solids, and the membrane. With this complexity additional assumptions must be made in
order to reduce the computational load this could add to a model. Some of these assump-
tions may include, but are certainly not limited to neglecting the ohmic drop in the solids
due to their high conductivity, assuming that there is no water ﬂux through the membrane,
assuming that double-layer charging does not exist and assuming that this layer is inﬁnitely
thin16. The obvious simple approach to macrohomogeneous catalyst layer modeling is to
assume they are inﬁnitely thin, which allows for the structure of this layer to be ignored.
1.1.2.3 Porous Transport Layer Modeling
The PTL of the fuel cell is where much of the transport to and from the catalyst layer occurs,
liquid and gaseous phases as well as the conduction of the electrons. When modeling
the PTL the majority of models only account for the gas diffusion layer and neglect the
presence of a MPL, a few models do exist where both layers are accounted for, these models
are few in numbers and usually very computationally demanding16.
Two main types of transport occur in this layer of the fuel cell, gas phase and liquid phase.
Nearly every accepted model treats the gas phase transport using the Stefan-Maxwell equa-
tions in some form. To simplify the Stefan-Maxwell equations most models use Fick’s
Law with the assumption that the system is of only two components35. The simpliﬁed
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Stefan-Maxwell equation is described as
∇xi = ∑
j =i
[(
xiNj− x jNi
)
cTD
eff
i, j
]
(1.6)
where xi is the molar fraction of species i, cT is the molar density of all species, D
eff
i, j is the
effective diffusion rate of species i into j, and Ni is the superﬁcial ﬂux density of species i.
Faraday’s law is sometimes used to simulate the generation of water in this layer when
models opt to neglect the catalyst layer. Nearly all models take evaporation into account by
determining a molar rate of evaporation. This evaporation rate (1.7) is largely determined
by the difference between the partial pressure of the water (pw) and the vapor pressure of
the water (psatv ), when these two values are equal (pv = p
sat
v ) the evaporation is switched
off and at this point it is assumed that zero net evaporation takes place. Commonly used
evaporation equations take the form of
m˙ev = kmaG,L(pv− psatv ) (1.7)
where m˙ev is the evaporation rate, km is the evaporation rate constant, aG,L is the gas-liquid
interfacial surface area per unit volume, pv is the partial pressure of the water vapor, and
psatv is the saturation pressure
16. A more in-depth discussion of the existing evaporation
models will be addressed in section 1.2.
The gas-phase transport, as mentioned earlier, is typically described using Fick’s Law.
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What differs among the models is how smaller pore sizes are accounted for. Gas diffusion
layers have pore sizes that range from 0.5 to 20 μm in radius37,38, for these length scales
Fick’s law of diffusion is an adequate representation, however as the pore sizes become
smaller (as they are in the microporous layer) this becomes less accurate of an assumption.
For smaller pore sizes (0.5 to 2 μm)39,40, like that of the microporous layer, Knudsen diffu-
sion must be considered. The Knudsen diffusion is added directly into the Stefan-Maxwell
equation for models that do consider the microporous layer.
∇xi =− Ni
cTD
eff
i, j
+∑
j =i
[(
xiNj− x jNi
)
cTD
eff
i, j
]
(1.8)
The liquid-phase transport is approached with several different methods in one dimensional
models, the largest simpliﬁcation that is sometimes used is to model the transport of the
liquid phase as water droplets that reduces effective diffusivities and travel through the PTL
with the same velocity as the gas-phase16. Other methods of approaching this problem are
to assume it as a solid in the sense that it will occupy space in the diffusion media which
in turn reduces the gas-phase volume and the ability for the gas-phase to diffuse through
the media. This approach accounts for the liquid water by reducing the value of Deffi, j which
is no different that reducing the porosity of the PTL. This approach does not consider the
transport of liquid water it merely acknowledges that the liquid phase is present and that it
is reducing the diffusion coefﬁcients as well as reducing the gas-phase volume. The volume
fraction of water is used as a ﬁtting parameter for the mass transfer losses41. This type of
modeling can be problematic in determining accurate mass ﬂuxes as the liquid water is
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modeled as stationary and the only ﬂow that is accounted for is the gas-phase mass ﬂux.
Truly two-phase models, an approach that models the movement of both the liquid and
gas-phase water separately, are one of a few limited options modelers have to accurately
account for the liquid-water ﬂows within the PTL. Various different approaches exist to ac-
count for the liquid water, vapor water and the solid PTL. One of the more simple modeling
approaches is to assume that a certain percentage of the pores are hydrophobic while the
rest remain hydrophilic. This assumption is applied to the model by having a portion of
pores that are dedicated to only transporting liquid-phase water, and the remaining portion
dedicated to the gas-phase transport42. Other treatments of the two-phase ﬂow is to view
the two-phases as a mixture, modeling them as a single-phase two-component mixture.
These types of models improve the calculations of the mass ﬂux, however since both liquid
and gas phases are modeled together their individual velocities are the same, creating a
discrepancy in the liquid pressure because it is dependence on its velocity.
Better approaches to modeling two-phase ﬂow in a single capillary are available, however
these models, due to computational cost, are not easily applied to the diffusion media.
This type of model is very effective at predicting the liquid saturation with respect to po-
sition, which allows for a good prediction of ﬂooding. A few of these models use the
Leverett J-function21,22,43–47 as an empirically determined function to describe the capil-
lary pressure as a function of water saturation, while others neglect the capillary pressure
by assuming purely hydrophobic diffusion media.
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1.2 Evaporation in the Multi Dimensional Model
The equations used to treat evaporation take on quite a range of approaches in the different
models. Many models choose to ignore evaporation,35,48–51 which reduces the computa-
tional demand of the model however this can create large errors in the models accuracy.
When evaporation is ignored the inlet conditions are assumed to be fully humidiﬁed, thus
the partial pressure of water vapor equals its saturation pressure and the evaporation rate
equations then drop to zero. This assumption is certainly not true for all operating fuel cells.
Figure 1.3 shows that a model assuming 100% humidity at the inlet will tend to underes-
timate the polarization curves when the actual inlet humidity is not fully saturated. The
equations that follow are some of the ways that evaporation, and condensation are treated
in fuel cell modeling.
Natarajan and Nguyen20 introduced equation 1.9 which make use of an isothermal switch-
ing function to toggle the evaporative terms on and off. This switching function op-
erates with a ﬂuctuating molar fraction of water vapor. The evaporation rate constant
(ke = 0.00099
1/(Pa·s)) in this model was chosen to be the same as determined in He et al. 19,
where it was chosen such that the rates (evaporation and condensation) were sufﬁciently
fast. Another example of how the evaporation rate coefﬁcients are chosen is presented in
equation1.13 by Meng52. In this model the condensation rate coefﬁcient was ﬁrst selected
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Figure 1.3: Fuel cell polarization curves showing the effect of inlet humid-
ity on cathode performance. Data obtained from Natarajan and Nguyen20
and replotted.
by increasing its value until the results became independent of the condensation rate coefﬁ-
cient, then the evaporation rate coefﬁcient was chosen so that both rates, condensation and
evaporation, were of the same magnitude. This method, although yields a decent overall
result for speciﬁc conditions, may severely hinder this models ability to observe the phe-
nomena that drives evaporation and thus restrict its use in the development of components
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and their ability to better water management of a fuel cell.
m˙ev =
keερw
Mw
s
(
psatv − xvp
)× switch
− [kcε(1− s)xv (psatv − xvp)]× (1− switch) (1.9)
switch =
[
1
2
+
|psatv − xvp|
2(psatv − xvp)
]
, (1.10)
where m˙ev is the interfacial production rate of water, ke is the evaporation rate coefﬁcient,
ε is the porosity, Mw is the molecular weight of water, s is the phase saturation, p
sat
v is the
saturation pressure, xv is the molar fraction of water vapor, p is the pressure, and kc is the
condensation rate coefﬁcient, and the switching term is deﬁned in equation 1.10.
Cordiner et al. 53 added the effect of temperature as shown in equation 1.11. The approach
by Cordiner et al. 53 is said to be non-isothermal because of the inclusion of the temperature
term in the ﬁrst term, the condensation portion of the model. Condensation in this approach
is instantly turned on over the entire liquid surface when the gas becomes fully saturated.
With the exception of temperature on the condensation calculations, equations 1.9 and
1.11 are identical. As with Natarajan and Nguyen20 the values for the condensation and
evaporation rate coefﬁcients were taken from He et al. 19.
m˙ev =
[
kc
ε(1− s)
RgT
(
xvp− psatv
)
q+ ke
εsρw
Mw
(
xvp− psatv
)
(1−q)
]
Mw , (1.11)
q=
[
1
2
+
|(xvp− psatv )|
2(xvp− psatv )
]
(1.12)
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where Rg is the universal gas constant, T is the operating temperature, and ρw is the density
of liquid water.
A model presented by Meng52, also referred to as non-isothermal, is formulated by merely
factoring parts of the main evaporation equation 1.11 from Cordiner et al. 53 to the switch-
ing function as shown in equation 1.13. In this computation the value for the evaporation
rate constant is assumed to be ke = 1× 10−4 (Pa · s)−1. This along with the condensation
rate constant were chosen to bring the states of liquid water and water vapor close to their
equilibrium52.
m˙ev =
{
kcε(1− s)xv
2RT
[
1+
|pv− psatv |
pv− psatv
]
+
keερw
2Mw
[
1− |pv− p
sat
v |
pv− psatv
]}(
pv− psatv
)
(1.13)
where pv is the partial pressure of water vapor.
An alternative approach to a switching function used in determining the interfacial mass
transport is programing the model to have an if/then statement based evaporation switch.
Equation 1.14 and 1.15 show examples of this type of approach. In the formulation by
Hwang54 the switch is based on the partial pressure of water vapor. If the partial pressure
of the water vapor increases to or above the saturation pressure of water the model assumes
condensation and the ﬁrst part of equation 1.14 is used. If however the partial pressure of
water vapor is less than the saturation pressure this model assumes the fuel cell is evapo-
rating its liquid water. In this model the rate of phase change is used to compute the energy
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equation as well as the momentum equations. Thus any error in this method will be ex-
aggerated in the polarization curves. The values for the evaporation and condensation rate
constants, much like the previous models, were taken from He et al. 19
m˙ev =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
kcε(1− s)xv (pv− p
sat
v )
RT
if pv− psatv ≥ 0
keεs
ρw
Mw(pv−psatv ) if pv− p
sat
v < 0
(1.14)
Similarly Sui et al. 34 use a computationally driven switch. This condensation switch is tog-
gled off when the vapor pressure drops below the saturation pressure while the interfacial
mass transport is positive or is said to be condensing. This is a very interesting formula-
tion as it doesn’t include a condensation or an evaporation rate constant, instead it uses as
phase change characteristic time (τpc). There is very little detail on how the phase change
characteristic time used in this model is developed and how it relates to the evaporation and
condensation rate constants.
m˙ev =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
ερ (x¯satv − x¯v)/τpc
0; if s≤ 0 and m˙w > 0
(1.15)
In the model presented by Eikerling 55 (Equation 1.16) the elementary charge of an electron
(e0) as well as the ratio of distributed liquid/vapor interfacial area to apparent electrode
surface area as a function of position (ξ lv(Sr)) are used to determine the rate of overall
water production and area of the evaporating surface respectively. These terms distinguish
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this model from the previously discussed models55. The elementary charge of an electron
that is included in this formulation (e0 = 1.6022× 10−19C) is the reason the evaporative
rate constant is assumed to be signiﬁcantly higher than that used in the other models (ke =
1.4× 1018atm−1cm−2s−1). The purpose for including the electron charge in the phase
change equation is to tie the water production rates from the cell reaction to the evaporation
rate. The value for the evaporative rate constant in this model is the most experimental
of these types of constants, it was estimated from pure water evaporation from porous
silica56,57. The computation done to determine this value was completed for pore diameters
and lengths ranging from 5 - 50 nm and 10μm respectively55,
m˙ev(z) =
e0ke
L
ξ lv(Sr)
[
psatv (T )− pv(z)
]
(1.16)
with L being the thickness of the cathode catalyst layer. This model is limited to the cathode
catalyst layer and the PTL is modeled with a stationary liquid water approach.
In the model originally introduced by Nam and Kaviany21, and more recently used by
Matamoros and Brüggemann58, the only phase change equation used calculates a con-
densation rate. To determine the evaporation rate, Matamoros and Brüggemann58 take the
inverse of the condensation equation. This model also considers the area of the liquid water
interface with respect to the volume of the liquid water that already exists.
m˙con = KGLMH2O
ALG
Vw
pH2O− psatH2O
RT
(1.17)
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The KGL term is a factor that accounts for the diffusion and evaporative rate coefﬁcients,
and AGL/Vw is the gas-liquid interfacial area, which is assumed to be constant in this for-
mulation58.
A much older approach introduced by Nguyen and White uses a similar approach to the
other models that have been discussed. This model calculates the molar mass ﬂux with
respect to position, however instead of incorporating a switching function this model as-
sumes that when the value of M˙wH2O, the molar rate of water production, is negative the
liquid water is said to be evaporating, and if this value is positive the model is said to be
condensing.
m˙ev(x) =
dM˙wH2O
dx
=
(
kchcd
RT
)(
M˙vH2O
M˙vH2O
+ M˙H2/O2
p− psatv
)
, (1.18)
where hc and d are the width and height of the channel respectively, M˙
w
H2O
is the molar rate
of water production, M˙vH2O is the molar ﬂow rate of water vapor, and M˙H2/O2 is the molar
ﬂow rate of H2 and O2. This approach was implemented with the intent of capturing the
effects of condensation on saturation in the PTL.
Nearly all of the models that were presented use some sort of ﬁtting parameter, an evap-
oration or condensation rate constant. Table 1.1 shows a list of the evaporation and con-
densation rate constants used. These can be seen to differ greatly from model to model.
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Table 1.1
Collection of evaporation rate coefﬁcients from different fuel cell models
Author ke Units kc Units
Khajeh-Hosseini-Dalasm et al. 59 9.8×10−6 1/(Pa·s) 100 s−1
Meng52 1×10−4 1/(Pa·s) 5000 s−1
Cordiner et al. 53 0.00099 1/(Pa·s) 100 s−1
Hwang54 100 1/(ATM·s) 100 s−1
Natarajan and Nguyen20 100 1/(ATM·s) 100 s−1
Eikerling 55 1.4×1018 1/(cm2ATM·s) N/A –
Nguyen and White 60 1.0 s−1 1.0 s−1
Berning and Djilali 45 N/A – 10−5 non-dim
These models have all been introduced to increase the knowledge on how and where the
liquid phase water is traveling through the fuel cell system. By understanding this phe-
nomenon, a better design of the PTL could be implemented to reduce the water manage-
ment issues facing the PEM fuel cell.
1.3 Film Evaporation
It has been shown by many researchers that by introducing a curvature on a liquid-vapor
interface the evaporation rate is greatly affected. This is mainly due to the pressure drop
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created from the curvature and demonstrated in the Young-Laplace equation (1.19).61–67
Δpsurf =
(
1
R1
+
1
R2
)
σ (1.19)
Many computational models use the Hertz-Knudsen-Schrage equation for a ﬂat liquid sur-
face as a basic starting point68:
J = α
(
M
2πR
)1/2[
pvlv
T
1/2
lv
− pv
T
1/2
v
]
, (1.20)
where J is the evaporative ﬂux, α is the accommodation coefﬁcient, M is the molecular
weight, R is the universal gas constant, pvlv is the saturation vapor pressure at the interfa-
cial temperature Tlv, and pv is the vapor pressure at the vapor temperature Tv. In nearly
all recognized methods used for calculating interfacial mass transport an accommodation
coefﬁcient is used. The use of this coefﬁcient for evaporation was introduced in this area by
Schrage 68, where it is explained that the accommodation coefﬁcient shows certain anoma-
lies in its behavior, some of which include the accommodation coefﬁcients dependence
on the ﬂuid-substrate material pairings. Currently the mass accommodation coefﬁcient
is taken from experimental data, which only applies to very speciﬁc conditions such as
the ﬂuid and substrate materials. The effect of the intermolecular forces on a localized
evaporative ﬂux is far from being fully understood. Values for this mass accommodation
coefﬁcient lie between zero and approximately unity. Some reported values from Marek
and Straub69 and Cammenga70 for water have a range of up to three orders of magnitude
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(α = 0.0001 to 1.05) depending on the experimental methods or the researcher performing
these experiments.
The original Hertz-Knudsen-Schrage equation (equation 1.20) was derived for a ﬂat sur-
face. Preiss and Wayner Jr. 62 expanded this equation to include the effects surface tension
have on liquid pressure, and Wayner Jr. 71 added surface curvature through the use of the
Clapeyron equation:
J = α
(
M
2πRTlv
)1/2[
pvMhfg
RTvTlv
(Tlv−Tv)− Vl pv
RTlv
(Π+σκ)+
Mgpv
RTv
x
]
(1.21)
where the Vl is the liquid molar volume, g is the gravitational acceleration, x is the height
of the interface, Π is the disjoining pressure (the net pressure reduction within the ﬁlm due
to the solid-liquid intermolecular forces), and the remaining terms are equivalent to those
used in Equation 1.20. Despite the addition of curvature to Equation 1.20, errors in the
accommodation coefﬁcient continue to cause problems in the calculation of the interfacial
mass transport due to the dependence on ﬂuid-substrate pairings. In more recent studies in
the thin ﬁlm region the accommodation coefﬁcient was assumed to be unity. This assump-
tion is justiﬁed by studying non-polar liquids. However, as stated by Wang et al. 72, “in
order to acquire more accurate values more detailed experiments are required.”
The accommodation coefﬁcient (α) has been examined by many researchers in the past,
however the values these researchers have found have varied by at least three orders of
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magnitude. For water alone the values have varied by at least two orders of magnitude
depending on the researcher, or the method used to determine this coefﬁcient. Table 1.2
shows a list of values used in the literature for the accommodation coefﬁcient. The ex-
perimental procedures for some of the cited accommodation coefﬁcients vary slightly, for
example, Rideal 73 evaporated water in a closed and inverted and evacuated glass U-tube
while controlling the temperatures of each limb (one limb was cooled and the other limb
was heated) then measuring the condensation to determine the evaporation rates. Alty 74
also used a glass vessel while evaporating into a vacuum with surface temperature deter-
mined by a thermocouple and the mercury bath temperature was determined by the thermo-
stat. Also Hickman and Torpey75 and Narusawa and Springer 76 also used glass substrates
to evaporate the water from and all developed accommodation coefﬁcients in the range of
0.0037− 0.0155. Cammenga et al. 77 however used a glass U-tube for the initial experi-
mentation and recorded an accommodation coefﬁcient of 0.002, when changing from glass
to a copper capillary, and then a copper block in the same apparatus the accommodation
coefﬁcient was reported to be 0.248 and 0.38, respectively.
When considering the evaporation rates from the copper capillaries Cammenga et al. 77 re-
ported higher accommodation coefﬁcients for smaller capillary diameters. As the contact
line length to surface area ratio increased so did the accommodation coefﬁcient and ulti-
mately the evaporation rates. The qualitative trend between contact line length to surface
area ratio to the accommodation coefﬁcient and subsequently the evaporation rate is consis-
tent throughout the literature for constant ﬂuid/substrate pairings. For example, analyzing
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the data presented by Cammenga et al. 77, as the ratio of contact line length and surface
area increases the accommodation coefﬁcient also increase. In the experiment with copper
capillaries it was found that as the capillary reduced in size the accommodation coefﬁcient
increased while the surface area decreased proportional to the radius squared the contact
line length only reduced proportionally to the radius of the capillary. Table 1.3 demon-
strates how both the accommodation coefﬁcient and the contact-line length to surface area
ratio increase non-linearly with the change in radius. When altering the ﬂuid/substrate
pairing the disjoining pressure, contact angle and liquid surface curvature (as well as sev-
eral other parameters) all change leading to different evaporation rates and accommodation
coefﬁcients for differing ﬂuid/substrate pairing.
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Table 1.3
Contact-line length to surface area in relation to the accommodation
coefﬁcient. Data found in Cammenga et al. 77
Contact-line Length Accommodation
Contact-line Length (cm) Surface Area (cm−1) Coefﬁcient
0.6037 20.817 0.228
0.4622 27.1882 0.273
0.2746 45.7667 0.355
The veriﬁcation of equations 1.20 and 1.21 for this thin ﬁlm region have been limited in part
by the ability to observe ﬂuid ﬂow in this area, especially for non-wetting liquids. The very
small thickness of this ﬁlm does not allow for optical microscopy under normal gravity, as
the wavelength of light is too large to see all these effects. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) is limited to solids because of the extremely low pressure requirements the SEM
demands for operation. Although Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy (ESEM)
does have the ability to image liquids, there is little literature available that explores this
avenue of imaging to determine evaporation rates21,80. Nam and Kaviany21 used an ESEM
to examine the liquid water distribution while condensing. Due to the nature of SEM
and ESEM obtaining accurate evaporation rates through this form of imaging is difﬁcult
because to obtain suitable resolutions the frame rate must be low.
In summary, previous researchers have shown that for very speciﬁc ﬂuids the interfacial
mass transport can be modeled with large uncertainties. However, without very controlled
and speciﬁc experimentation, the values for the accommodation coefﬁcient can vary up to
three orders of magnitude. It has also been shown that the veriﬁcation of the applicability
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of the current models for interfacial mass transport is quite limited by the lack of imag-
ing technology. Many researchers agree that there currently exists insufﬁcient research to
determine the mass accommodation coefﬁcient. Until this is better understood, the cur-
rent models can only be applied accurately to very speciﬁc, non-polar, wetting ﬂuids. An
indication of why there may be such a large discrepancy in the mass accommodation coef-
ﬁcient is in the details of some experiments. As was ﬁrst described by Cammenga et al. 77
and again reiterated in Marek and Straub69, an evaporation coefﬁcient of 0.002 was found
for water in a glass vessel, but when the glass vessel was replaced with a copper vessel,
the capillary evaporation coefﬁcients were increased by two orders of magnitude, to value
between 0.25 and 0.38. The experiments with the glass and copper vessels were both con-
ducted in the same apparatus. The only physical change that occurred was in the contact
angle between the liquid surface and the solid surface. Thus our hypothesized connection
between the contact angle and the mass accommodation coefﬁcient is introduced.
1.4 Summary
In this chapter a basic overview of a fuel cell and its operation were discussed along with
a detailed background on the computational modeling efforts. The primary focus was the
methods in which each of these models consider the water management aspects of fuel
cell operation. For a more detailed background on this matter the books by Mench81 and
Larminie and Dicks 1
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The zero dimensional models were brieﬂy discussed, here it was shown that although the
system level models can fairly accurately predict the polarization curve the methods used
in calculating mass transport are mainly empirical and are unable to be used to aid in un-
derstanding the underlying phenomenon that drive this transport. Because of the empirical
nature of the mass transport terms in a zero dimensional model, experimental data is re-
quired in order to tune the ﬁtting parameters that describe this transport.
Two dimensional models were then discussed in much greater detail, with the main focus
on how evaporation is treated in the mass transport terms of various different models. It
was clearly shown that several different approaches exist when addressing the evaporation.
Some models choose to ignore that evaporation occurs entirely35,48–51, while others tend to
follow a derivation of the models listed in the previous section. Due to the typical operating
temperature of a PEM fuel cell (≈ 80◦C), and the geometry of the internal components
ignoring evaporation is clearly not a valid assumption. In nearly all models that do consider
evaporation and condensation a rate coefﬁcient is used as a ﬁtting parameter to ﬁt the
model predicted polarization curves with the experimental polarization curves. However, as
operating conditions and morphology change, the level of ﬂooding increases or decreases
and the temperature of the cell ﬂuctuates meaning the evaporation rate coefﬁcients may
not necessarily be constant. Many of the models in use today employ a value for the
evaporation rate coefﬁcient introduced by He et al.19 where ke = 100 atm
−1s−1 and chosen
to assure that both the evaporation and condensation rates are fast enough19,54,80,82,83.
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Currently little research has been attempted to relate the value of the evaporation and con-
densation rate coefﬁcients to a physical parameter for use in any level fuel cell models.
It has been discussed how many of the current methods used in determining and employ-
ing the rate coefﬁcients have only selected the values to ﬁt models to experimental data,
and have no physical relation to the properties of the ﬂuids themselves. With a better un-
derstanding of how the physical properties of the liquid and vapor water affect these rate
coefﬁcients, more accurate, robust, and versatile models can be developed which can in
turn help the development of more efﬁcient, less expensive fuel cells that can operate in a
much larger range of environmental conditions.
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Chapter 2
Transition Film Evaporation Model
This chapter will discuss the development, validation and results of the transition ﬁlm
model. This is a kinetic phase-change model which has been adapted from the work of
Wee et al. 84 to accept a different formulation for disjoining pressure that includes a contact
angle input. The new disjoining pressure results in new formulations for interface tempera-
tures, initial ﬁlm thickness, and the evaporation rate terms. The primary goal of developing
a model with these properties was to capture the enhanced evaporation rates at the contact
line within the porous media for an evaporating liquid front. The contact line effects are
very important in this type of domain as the contact line length to surface area ratio can be
orders of magnitude larger than that of a pool evaporation domain.
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2.1 Transition Film Model Development
The transition ﬁlm model is a highly non-linear third order ordinary differential equation
with a free boundary. This type of model is selected due to the large inﬂuence that transition
liquid ﬁlms have on evaporation rates for porous and non-porous applications63,85–87. The
solution is for a steady state condition so it is assumed that between time steps a steady
non-deformed liquid surface is obtained. All of the thermodynamic and ﬂuid properties
are derived and expressed in terms of a ﬁlm thickness/proﬁle in the equations that follow.
The formulation used in this work is a variation on the work done by Wee et al. 79. This
is a one-sided formulation developed for the liquid side as the liquid properties of density,
viscosity, and thermal conductivity are more dominant than those of the vapor phase. A
one-sided model updates the liquid and interface properties only, making the assumption
that the gas-phase properties remain constant over the domain. This approach is beneﬁcial
in reducing the computational expense as the thermal ﬂow ﬁelds and convection currents
need not be calculated88.
Due to the size of the pores under consideration the effects of gravity are neglected, this
is a good assumption since the largest Bond number (gravitational forces / surface forces)
expected is Bo< 2.5×10−4 which is much less than one.
Bo=
ρlgr
2
i j
σ
(2.1)
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In this microscale ﬂow the ﬂuid velocities near the transition region are much less than the
bulk ﬂuid velocities and can be neglected, thus also removing the inertial terms from the
formulation.
Figure 2.1: Schematic depicting the extended evaporating meniscus includ-
ing the adsorbed ﬁlm, transition ﬁlm, and bulk meniscus.
The geometry for the modeling domain extends along the substrate as seen in Figure 2.1.
The non-evaporating adsorbed ﬁlm region is the x origin and the centerline of the pore
being the radial origin making the ﬁlm thickness along the interface ri j−h(x). The model-
ing domain then extends from the adsorbed ﬁlm region to the bulk meniscus. To keep the
model in a steady-state mode the mass ﬂux across the interface due to evaporation from the
transition ﬁlm transition region is assumed to be replenished by the ﬂuid in the bulk menis-
cus continuously during each time step. This keeps the curvature in this region constant
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throughout each time step. Figure 2.2 illustrates the conservation of mass for a differential
element and the replenishment of the evaporated ﬂuid.
The capillary pressure is typically determined by the Laplace-Young equation (Equation
3.2). To accurately model the pressure balance in this transition ﬁlm region a modiﬁed
version of the Laplace-Young equation is to be used. With the addition of the intermolecu-
lar interaction forces through the disjoining pressure term the Augmented Laplace-Young
equation is obtained71.
pv− pl = σK+Π (2.2)
The variable K is the curvature of the liquid-vapor interface in all planes. In this case since
there are two planes of curvature the variable has two curvatures, one due to the radius of
the pore and the other because of the meniscus.
K =
(
1
ri j−h
)(
1+h2x
)−1/2
+hxx
(
1+h2x
)−3/2
(2.3)
In the curvature equation h,hx and hxx are the liquid ﬁlm thickness and its ﬁrst and second
derivatives respectively.
The disjoining pressure of a ﬂat, perfectly wetting (θ = 0) liquid surface is
Π =
A
h3
(2.4)
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Where A is the dispersion constant set to 3.11× 10−21 Joules for water per Wayner Jr.
et al. 89. Other formulations for the disjoining pressure term have been explored for water
through the literature. Holm and Goplen 90 developed a disjoining pressure for polar water
Π = ρlRgTi ln(mh(x)
n) (2.5)
Where m= 1.49 and n= 0.0243. This formulation is for polar water on quartz. To change
this model of disjoining pressure for a different substrate/ﬂuid pairing another set of co-
efﬁcients m and n would need to be experimentally determined. Unfortunately no set of
coefﬁcients exists in the literature capable of modeling the higher contact angles and mate-
rials seen within the PTL.
For this work a non-zero contact angle and a smaller radius of curvature are more accurate
depictions of the physical scenario and are required to capture the appropriate disjoining
pressure in these high contact angle micropores. Many evaporating ﬁlm models have been
presented in the literature61,65,66,91–94, but few models consider non-zero contact angles.
Wu and Wong95 present a model that accounts for both, a non-zero contact angle and the
higher radius of curvature.
Π =− B
h3
(
θ 4−h4x +2hh2xhxx
)
(2.6)
In this formulation instead of using a dispersion constant, a material constant is used which
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is a function of the liquid properties.
B=
3πn2fβ f f (1−φ)
16
(2.7)
The terms n f , φ , and β f f are the number density of the ﬂuid component, the relative humid-
ity of the air and the strength of van der Waals potentials, respectively. For coefﬁcients on
the disjoining pressure term, values published by Hiemenz and Rajagopalan 96 were used
resulting in a number density of n f = 33.3679×1027 and a van der Waals strength potential
of β f f = 2.1×10−77J ·m3. In this formulation the disjoining pressure term is dependent on
the macro contact angle with by accepting the ﬁlm curvature and measured contact angle as
inputs. This allows for the potential expansion of this model by implementing a stochastic
distribution of contact angles that could be applied to the individual pores thus accounting
for the effects a changing contact angle distribution has on evaporation rates within the
PTL.
The internal ﬂows of the liquid are modeled using the lubrication approximation of the
Navier-Stokes momentum equations in polar coordinates to accommodate for the curva-
tures created in both the cross-pore and parallel-pore directions.
1
r
∂
∂ r
(
r
∂u
∂ r
)
=
1
μl
dpl
dx
(2.8)
Here μl is the liquid phase viscosity, r is the distance from the pore centerline to the liquid
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Figure 2.2: The conservation of mass applied to a differential volume of
the ﬁlm meniscus.
vapor interface, dpl/dx is the driving pressure gradient and u is the ﬂuid velocity. An exact
solution to this partial differential equation can be obtained when applying the no slip
boundary condition at the wall where the radial position is set to ri j the pore radius. The
free surface boundary condition is applied at the liquid-gas interface which is determined
by the pore radius minus the ﬁlm thickness (h) and balances the viscous terms with the
surface tension terms.
at r = ri j, u= 0 (2.9)
at r = ri j−h, −μ ∂u
∂ r
=
dσ
dx
(2.10)
Applying the boundary conditions and solving yields
u(r) =
1
4μl
dpl
dx
r2+C1 lnr+C2 (2.11)
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where the constants of integration are
C1 =− 1
μl
dσ
dx
(
ri j−h
)− 1
2μl
dpl
dx
(
ri j−h
)2
(2.12)
C2 =− 1
4μl
dpl
dx
r2i j−C1 lnri j (2.13)
By integrating equation 2.11 across a liquid cross section the mass ﬂux feeding the evapo-
ration can be determined.
Γ =
∫ ri j
ri j−h
ρl
[
1
4μl
dpl
dx
r2+C1 lnr+C2
]
2πrdr (2.14)
Evaluating the deﬁnite integral in equation 2.14 results in the mass ﬂux over a cross sec-
tional area in the ﬂuid phase that is in terms of the pore radius (ri j), the ﬁlm thickness and
the physical properties of water (μl , νl , ρl). For ease of handling this complex equation
it has been broken up into several variables (F1−5) that are functions of constant material
properties and pore dimensions.
Γ = F1
dpl
dx
+F2
dσ
dx
(2.15)
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where
F1 =
π
8μl
{[
r4i j−
(
ri j−h
)4]−4(ri j−h)2F5
}
+πρl
(
2ri jh−h2
)
F3 (2.16)
F2 =− π
νl
(
ri j−h
)
F5+πρl
(
2ri jh−h2
)
F4 (2.17)
F3 =
1
2μl
[(
ri j−h
)2
lnri j− ri j
2
]
(2.18)
F4 =
1
μl
(
ri j−h
)
lnri j (2.19)
F5 = r
2
i j
(
lnri j− 1
2
)
− (ri j−h)2
[
ln
(
ri j−h
)− 1
2
]
(2.20)
The simpliﬁed energy balance for the liquid is described by equation 2.21, with kl being
the thermal conductivity of the liquid phase.
kl
∂
∂ r
(
r
∂T
∂ r
)
= 0 (2.21)
The boundary conditions used to solve this differential equation include a constant wall
temperature (Ts) and a Neumann condition constant heat ﬂux at the free surface which
accounts for conductive heat loss as well as the energy lost due to the enthalpy of vaporiza-
tion.
at r = ri j, T = Ts (2.22)
at r = ri j−h, kl dT
dr
= m˙evph f g (2.23)
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Here the evaporation rate is determined by using a form of the Hertz-Knudsen-Schrage
equation63
m˙evp =a(Ti−Tv)+b(pl − pv) (2.24)
where Ti is the liquid-gas interface temperature, Tv is the vapor temperature, and coefﬁcients
a and b are
a= α
(
Mw
2πRgTi
)1/2 (
pvMwh fg
RgTvTi
)
(2.25)
b= α
(
Mw
2πRgTi
)1/2 (
Vl pv
RgTi
)
(2.26)
Integrating equation 2.21 from the wall (ri j) to the liquid-gas interface (ri j−h(x)) at each
discrete x location results in an interfacial temperature equation 2.28 that is a function of
the x−position along the transition ﬁlm.
Ti =−
h f g
kl
(
ri j−h
)
ln
(
ri j
ri j−h
)
m˙evp+Ts (2.27)
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Now substituting the augmented Laplace-Young equation (equation 2.2) into the evapora-
tive ﬂux equation (equation 2.24) and solving equation 2.27 for the interfacial temperature:
Ti =
Ts+G1b(Π+Kσ)+TvaG1
aG1+1
(2.28)
where
G1 =
h f g
(
ri j−h
)
ln
(
ri j
ri j−h
)
kl
(2.29)
Differentiating the augmented Laplace-Young equation with respect to the distance from
the adsorbed ﬁlm region results in the liquid pressure gradient.
dpl
dx
=−σ dK
dx
−Kdσ
dx
− dΠ
dx
(2.30)
Finally by replacing the curvature terms from equation 2.30 with the deﬁnition of the curva-
ture in equation 2.3 and taking the derivative with respect to the distance from the adsorbed
ﬁlm region the equation for the ﬁlm thickness can be obtained. With the solution to the
ﬁlm thickness other parameters such as the interface temperature, liquid pressure, curva-
ture, evaporation ﬂuxes, disjoining pressures and liquid velocity proﬁles can be solved as
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they have been written in terms of ﬁlm thickness.
hxxx− 3h
2
xxhx
1+h2x
− hxxhx
ri j−h +
hx
(
1+h2x
)
(
ri j−h
)2
+
γ
σ
{
1+h2x
ri j−h +hxx
}
dT
dx
+
1
σ
(
1+h2x
)1/2 (dPl
dx
+
dΠ
dx
)
= 0 (2.31)
The ﬁlm thickness equation (equation 2.31) is solved using a 6th order Runge-Kutta-
Fehlberg method which is implemented in FORTRAN 95. The solution to the conservation
of mass equations, speciﬁcally the interfacial mass transfer, is integrated over the liquid
interface within the pore. Despite this formulation assuming a constant evaporation rate
over the bulk meniscus, it is an adequate representation of evaporation since the internal
temperatures of PTL rarely exceed 90◦C. At these temperatures it is said that between 50%
to 95% of the total evaporation takes place in the transition ﬁlm region63,70,77.
The uneven evaporation across the liquid interface is why adding such a computationally
expensive method for modeling evaporation in the porous network is necessary. The evap-
oration modeling that is discussed in Section 1.1.2.3 are referred to as diffusive models
herein. With the diffusive evaporation model the surface area of the cross-section of the
pore is what controls how much evaporation takes place thus assuming a constant evapora-
tion rate across the entire liquid surface and neglecting the increased liquid surface area due
to the interface curvature. In the transition ﬁlm evaporation model the contact line area is
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the primary determining factor. This subtle difference increase the total area of the liquid-
gas interface and some cases can create very large differences in the mass of evaporated
liquid. For example Figure 2.3 shows the net evaporation rates from both the transition ﬁlm
and diffusive evaporation models for a liquid interface surface area of π ×10−8m2 divided
amongst a varying amount of pores with radii ranging from 10μm to 1μm.
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Figure 2.3: Evaporation rates for the transition ﬁlm and diffusive evapo-
ration models from π ×10−8m2 surface area liquid interface divided into a
varying number of pore radii ranging from 10μm to 1μm.
As the number of pores a constant liquid-gas interface surface area is divided into increases,
the contact line length to surface area ratio is increased, therefore increasing the evapora-
tion rates calculated by the transition ﬁlm model. For the diffusive modeling approach the
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increased liquid-gas interface area is not accounted for thus the overall evaporation rates
are independent of the number of pores a liquid-gas interface is divided into. Figure 2.3
illustrates that for a constant liquid-gas interface area evaporation rates will increase, the
increased evaporation rates are due to the higher evaporation rates near the liquid-solid in-
terface. The transition ﬁlm model accounts for these effects while the diffusive modeling
approach does not. With the transition ﬁlm evaporation model there is a greater accuracy,
especially when the pore size varies making this type of formulation more robust for mod-
eling a porous media with non constant pore radii.
Figure 2.3 shows the evaporation rates as an evaporating surface is split into equally sized
pores. With the increasing number of pores the evaporating surface is split into the evapora-
tion rates increase for the transition ﬁlm model while the diffusive model remains constant.
This is due to the inclusion of contact line effects in the transition ﬁlm model. The diffusive
evaporation model becomes less accurate as the pore size is reduced due to the increase in
the contact line to surface area ratio, the larger this ratio the less accurate the diffusive
model becomes. For every set of operating parameters a pore size, or contact line length
to surface area ratio exists, the diffusive modeling approach becomes such a signiﬁcant
source of error when trying to determine the liquid phase distribution and can be mislead-
ing when determining the level of ﬂooding the PTL experiences for a given set of operating
parameters.
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2.2 Evaporation Rate Boundary Conditions
The evaporation rate is determined through many variables that all rely on the solution to
the ﬁlm thickness equation. At the origin the initial ﬁlm thickness is found using a Newton-
Raphson iteration method on equation 2.28 to solve for h0 with the interface temperature
(Ti) set to the wall temperature (Ts). This solution has a strong dependence on the disjoin-
ing pressure. A small perturbation (1× 10−14m) is applied to the initial ﬁlm thickness to
avoid a constant ﬁlm thickness solution. The slope, or ﬁrst derivative of the ﬁlm thickness,
is set to zero at the non-evaporating adsorbed ﬁlm region. Again a small perturbation is
also applied. Finally the second derivative of ﬁlm thickness is also set to zero. The solution
to the ﬁlm thickness model, equation 2.31, is very sensitive to the initial perturbation in
the ﬁrst derivative of ﬁlm thickness. Thus the Newton-Raphson iterative technique is again
applied to solve for the initial perturbation of the ﬁlm thickness slope that will result in a
stable solution that matches the speciﬁed contact angle in the bulk meniscus region. As
stated earlier the routine is solved using the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg 6th order solver. This
solver was chosen because non-dimensionalization was not an option due to some of the
complex models for disjoining pressure.
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2.3 Transition Film Evaporation Results
The transition ﬁlm evaporation model that was based off the work by Wee et al. 84 and
was modiﬁed to accept a non-zero contact angle. The results match the model presented
in Wee et al. 84 for the zero degree contact angle cases. This modiﬁcation allows for the
higher contact angles seen in the PTL to be considered while calculating the evaporation
rates in each pore. Figure 2.6 demonstrates how the evaporative mass ﬂux changes with the
contact angle. To obtain the evaporation rate, these mass ﬂuxes must be integrated around
the perimeter the pore.
The results for the ﬁlm thickness of a ﬂuid evaporating at 80◦C with a 90◦ contact angle can
be seen in Figure 2.4. When compared to the results of the evaporative ﬂuxes in Figures 2.6
and 2.7 the region with the highest curvature can be seen to have the highest evaporative
ﬂuxes.
Figure 2.5 shows the interface temperature at the liquid-gas interface as calculated by the
transition ﬁlm model. The interface temperature begins at the substrate temperature and as
the ﬁlm thickness begins to grow the interface temperature can be seen to asymptote to the
vapor temperature. The high temperature is seen as the ﬁlm thickness is close to that of the
adsorbed ﬁlm thickness due to the proximity of the heated substrate. As the ﬁlm thickness
grows the temperature drop that can be seen is due to the conductive resistance of the ﬂuid.
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Figure 2.4: Film thickness for the θ = 90◦ case as modeled by the transition
ﬁlm model.
For the θ = 90◦ contact angle case in Figure 2.6, a constant evaporative mass ﬂux is seen
over the bulk meniscus region. This is due to the higher curvature present in bulk meniscus
due to the higher contact angles. As the temperature increases the evaporative ﬂuxes found
in the bulk meniscus presents itself at the lower contact angle cases. These results in the
case of a zero degree contact angle match the work performed by Wee et al. 84 exactly.
Figure 2.7 shows the evaporative mass ﬂux for the varying contact angle at 80◦C. As ex-
pected the mass ﬂuxes are higher, and a constant bulk evaporative ﬂux is beginning to
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Figure 2.5: Interface temperature for the θ = 90◦ and Ts = 80◦C case as
modeled by the transition ﬁlm model.
appear at lower contact angles when the contact line length remains the same. This has
been demonstrated experimentally in the literature, especially when examining pore evap-
oration97. Plawsky et al. 98 demonstrate that as the contact angle decreases the transition
ﬁlm region lengthens providing a larger area for evaporation. The discontinuity that ap-
pears near the peak of the evaporative mass ﬂux plots is seen for all of the evaporation
cases involving water. The polarity of water causes the disjoining pressure term to drop
abruptly, changing approximately ﬁve orders of magnitude over 150nm. As the disjoining
pressure approaches zero the mass ﬂux exhibits a discontinuity. For example in Figure 2.7,
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Figure 2.6: Transition ﬁlm evaporation mass ﬂuxes at varying contact an-
gles at 70◦C
the end of the transition ﬁlm region (the point at which the disjoining pressure reaches zero)
for the θ = 90◦ case is located at 4.07×10−7m.
Evaporation rate versus contact angle data found in the literature that explores evaporation
rates in wetting/non-wetting scenarios use a heated substrate sessile drop evaporation ex-
periment and must be read with caution99–101. If the contact line lengths for the different
contact angle cases are not the same several parameters will change aside from the contact
angle that will affect the evaporation rate. The typical sessile drop experiment for varying
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Figure 2.7: Transition ﬁlm evaporation mass ﬂuxes at varying contact an-
gles at 80◦C
contact angle will compare two drops of the same volume, for higher contact angle cases
the wetted area and contact line length will be lesser than the case of the lower contact
angle. This will produce lower evaporation rates in the high contact angle case because
of a shorter contact line length, and a smaller wetted area. Having a smaller wetted area
will allow for less heat transfer from the substrate to the sessile droplet and will not be an
accurate comparison of the two evaporation rates the ﬂuids will experience inside a pore.
In a pore the contact line length remains constant with respect to the surface area102. This
is problematic because the results showing different evaporation rates for different contact
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(a) Low contact angle experiment (b) High contact angle experiment
(c) High and low contact angle images superimposed
Figure 2.8: Images from the evaporation rate validation experiment with
various contact angles. (a) illustrates the lower contact angle validation ex-
periment, (b) shows the higher contact angle experiment and (c) is the two
sessile drops superimposed showing that both experiments at the same con-
tact line length.
angles do not consider the changes in surface area, contact line length and the higher heat
transfer rates from the larger wetted area. Figure 2.8 shows an example of two sessile drops
superimposed with the same contact line length as their radii are the same. In most cases
the experimentation involves two sessile drops with equivalent masses but different contact
angles and this normally results each droplet having a different contact line length. The
work by Picknett and Bexon103 examines the constant contact line case with their constant
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contact area evaporation mode and ﬁnd that for the cases with a higher interface curvature
produce higher evaporation rates.
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Figure 2.9: Disjoining pressure with a contact angle of 90◦ and at 80◦C
wall temperature.
The disjoining pressure, which is responsible for the discontinuity in the mass ﬂux plots is
shown in Figure 2.9. As the ﬁlm thickness increases the disjoining pressure drops to zero
and this term no longer affects the evaporative mass ﬂux, leaving only the curvature terms,
temperature and relative humidity of the vapor to determine the mass ﬂux. At lower tem-
peratures and higher relative humidities the bulk meniscus will experience reduced evapo-
ration rates. When higher temperatures and lower relative humidities are present the bulk
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meniscus will see a constant evaporative mass ﬂux over the entire pore.
The consideration of the transition ﬁlm evaporation is what sets this model apart from the
others found in the literature using a diffusive style evaporation model. The transition
ﬁlm model is what allows the pore network model results presented in the next section to
predict the liquid water distribution accurately for any mean pore size and any pore dis-
tribution. Something that cannot be obtained with a standard diffusive evaporation model.
The upcoming sections will compare the results from the pore network model at the ex-
treme cases, which will show the conditions that create the largest and smallest differences
between these two evaporation models.
2.4 Transition Film Evaporation Validation
To capture the evaporation rates of a non-zero contact angle ﬂuid, a heated substrate ses-
sile drop conﬁguration with passive humidity control was used. The experimental setup
and procedure follow what has been outlined in Konduru104. A Köhler illumination of
the sessile droplet was used in conjunction with a microscope to accurately determine the
liquid-air interface of the droplet. The experimental setup utilizes an Axisymmetric Drop
Proﬁle Analysis (ADPA) to ﬁt theoretical drop proﬁles to a drop edge obtained using im-
ages104,105 which can be seen in ﬁgure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Diagram of the experimental setup used to collect the evapo-
ration data from non-zero contact angles. A is the Köhler light source, B is
the lens array responsible for columnating the light source, C is the enclo-
sure responsible for maintaining a constant air temperature and humidity, D
is the heating plate, E is the long microscope lens and F is the Polnix CCD
which records the images.
A set of experiments were run at varying temperatures that captured images of an evaporat-
ing sessile droplet at short time intervals for varying temperatures. The relative humidity
was held at 20%± 2.1% for all of the simulations. The relative humidity was controlled
by a steady ﬂow of distilled water into a wick within the environmental enclosure. The
humidity was then monitored with VWR digital hygrometer. The ﬂow rates of the syringe
pump supplying the water to the system were set to the lowest value as the water evapo-
rating from the droplet itself was nearly enough to maintain a 20% relative humidity. This
control method was without feedback and thus resulting in the error of ±3% on the relative
humidity measurements. Figure 2.11 demonstrates one of the images acquired by the appa-
ratus, these images are timed and used to calculate evaporation rates that are then compared
to evaporation rates estimated by the transition ﬁlm evaporation model. Once captured the
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Figure 2.11: An image from the 57◦C non-zero contact angle evaporation
experiment illustrating the images capture and analyzed for the calculation
of mass transfer rates.
images are post processed using a software developed by Konduru104 to determine the re-
maining mass in the droplet after each image thus allowing for the calculation of mass loss
from image to image.
The initial contact angle and wetted radius of the droplet (outputs of the ADPA code)
are then fed into the transition ﬁlm evaporation model. The transition ﬁlm evaporation
model will then calculate an estimated mass loss for the time between images and predict
what the new mass of the droplet should be at the next image. The calculated mass from
the transition ﬁlm model is then used to calculate a laplacian curve that plots the new
drop proﬁle. From this proﬁle the wetted radius can be calculated and fed back into the
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transition ﬁlm model for the next time step. Figure 2.12 shows an example of the predicted
drop mass from the transition ﬁlm evaporation model compared to the actual drop mass
which was calculated by the ADPA code.
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Figure 2.12: A comparison of the experimental mass of an evaporating
non-zero contact angle deionized water droplet to the mass estimated by the
transition ﬁlm evaporation model over the duration of the experiment. Both
cases started with the same initial droplet mass.
Figure 2.12 demonstrates how closely the transition ﬁlm evaporation model is capable of
predicting the evaporation rates. In the actual experiment there are circulating ﬂows within
the sessile droplet that enhance its evaporation rate106–109, these are neglected in the tran-
sition ﬁlm model thus causing the predicted evaporation rates to be slightly slower than
that of the physical droplet. The transition ﬁlm evaporation model prediction is shown for
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two temperature cases, 27◦C and 57◦C. Both of these experiments show that the transi-
tion ﬁlm evaporation model is a good predictor of the evaporation rates of a sessile droplet
evaporating in 20% relative humidity. The large change in temperature between the two
experiments shown illustrates the models ability to adapt to varying temperatures.
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Figure 2.13: Close-up of the pinning/depinning event 220 seconds into the
57◦C validation test.
Figures 2.13 and 2.14 show a closer look at an area where there is a sudden drop in droplet
mass. In Figure 2.13 at 220 seconds into the experiment the change in curvature is due to
the depinning of the contact line on the sessile drop. The sudden change in curvature the
depinning caused is also partly responsible for the deviation in the model prediction and
the experimental data. This pinning/depinning can be seen three times in the 27◦C case at
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375, 805 and 1540 seconds and Figure 2.14 shows the ﬁrst of these events.
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Figure 2.14: Close-up of a pinning/depinning event 375 seconds into the
27◦C validation test.
To determine the mass of the drop ﬁrst the volume is determined by ﬁtting a Laplacian
curve to the interface. The Laplace equation which has been derived for a pore earlier is
now presented in terms of a sessile droplet, this formulation takes into account the gravity
forces and the surface tension forces104.
(
1
r1
+
1
r2
)
σ = Δp (2.32)
The pressure term is deﬁned as the sum of all the pressures acting on the droplet and this
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can be described adequately to generate a ﬁlm proﬁle by specifying the gravitational and
surface tension based terms. In the cases where the Bond number (equation 2.1) becomes
much less than zero the gravitational terms become negligible.
Δpg =ρlgz (2.33)
Δpσ =
2σ
ra
(2.34)
Combining the pressure terms and the Laplace equation results in an equation that can be
used to predict the drop shape and more importantly its volume and mass.
(
1
r1
+
1
r2
)
σ = ρlgz+
2σ
ra
(2.35)
Substituting for the radii of curvature their deﬁnitions with respect to arc lengths and tan-
gents results in equations 2.36 and 2.37
1
r1
=
dθ
dls
(2.36)
1
r2
=
sin(θ)
x
(2.37)
Here the term ls is the arc length along the surface of the drop. Replacing the curvature
terms back into the Laplace equation will yield the differential equation that needs to be
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solved in order to predict the droplet interface.
dθ
dls
=
2
ra
+
ρlgz
σ
− sin(θ)
x
(2.38)
The capillary constant is then used to scale this equation so that it can easily be solved
using an ordinary Runge-Kutta fourth order solver.
ca =
ρlg
σ
(2.39)
Combining the square root of the capillary constant with the length terms in equation 2.38
the non-dimensional terms used in solving this differential equation are made.
X = x
√
ca (2.40)
Z = z
√
ca (2.41)
Ra = ra
√
ca (2.42)
Ls = ls
√
ca (2.43)
The new non-dimensional differential equation to be solved becomes
dθ
dLs
=
2
Ra
+Z− sin(θ)
X
(2.44)
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Where the geometrical relations shown in equation 2.45 and 2.46 that form the set of dif-
ferential equations that are solved to determine the drop proﬁle104.
dX
dLs
= cos(θ) (2.45)
dZ
dLs
= sin(θ) (2.46)
The shape, and therefore the volume of a sessile droplet can be solved. To make the appro-
priate comparisons the drop proﬁle is solved with the new drop mass as an input calculating
the new wetted radius which is used as an input for the transition ﬁlm model. Figure 2.15
shows the predicted drop proﬁle from the transition ﬁlm model compared to the actual drop
from the experiment. Much like ﬁgure 2.12, this is showing the difference in the size of the
actual droplet and that estimated by the transition ﬁlm evaporation model.
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(a) t = 0
(b) t = 600s
(c) t = 1180s
Figure 2.15: An example of a sessile drop volume calculated by the transi-
tion ﬁlm evaporation model compared to the actual drop volume of a sessile
drop evaporating with a non-zero contact angle.(a) illustrates the estimated
drop volume at t = 0 using the contact angle measurement technique, (b)
and (c) are the estimated drop volumes using the transition ﬁlm evaporation
model at t = 600s and t = 1180s respectively.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter a validation was performed on the individual components of the overall
model. For example the incorporation of the contact angle as well as the transition ﬁlm
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model were validated by evaporating sessile droplets at varying temperatures, relative hu-
midities, and contact angles. The pore network model was validated primarily in the work
of Medici 110, however some visual, non-quantitative results have been presented to illus-
trate the pore network models capabilities. The evaporation rate data follows the theoretical
values well. A direct validation of the half-cell model presented herein cannot be done with
the equipment available, thus with the individual portions of the half-cell model validated
the complete half-cell model is validated by the sum of its parts.
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Chapter 3
Modeling Transport in the PTL
The primary objective of this research was to develop a kinetic model of phase change and
incorporate that model into a pore-level transport model for fuel cell porous media. The
pore-network model used herein originally developed as an isothermal model by Medici 110
and was experimentally validated111. This model was extended to include thermal transport
using a diffusion-limited model for phase change112.
This chapter describes this model and the subsequent modiﬁcations implemented in order
to incorporate the kinetic model of phase-change. The main modiﬁcations are:
1. Treatment of solid phase distribution in the network domain (Sec. 3.3).
2. Variation of the thermal boundary condition at the channel interface (Sec. 3.5.3).
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3. Incorporation of kinetic model of evaporation that accounts for surface wettability
and interface curvature (Sec. 2).
The water transport through the porous transport layer (PTL) of a fuel cell are represented
in this work as a rectangular grid network. This network is comprised of equal length pores
with varying radii and is geometrically modeled as cylindrical tubes. The distribution of
radii (r) are determined through the application of a Weibull function whose coefﬁcients
were tested and veriﬁed in Medici and Allen 113. A modiﬁed version of the Poiseuille
ﬂow assumptions was used to include the effects of the two-phase ﬂow and capillary pres-
sures114.
3.1 The Porous Transport Layer Domain
The PTL is a complex array of teﬂonated carbon ﬁbers joined together to create a porous,
conductive, non-wetting medium for the transport of gases, liquids and electrons to and
from the reaction sites in the catalyst layer. For this research the pores created in the PTL
are modeled as cylindrical tubes of equal length. The pore size distribution used in the
modelling is derived from the Weibull Probability Distribution Function (PDF) 3.1
f (x) =
{
k
ψ
(
x−δ
ψ
)(k−1)}
exp
(
x−δ
ψ
)k
(3.1)
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where k is a scale factor, ψ is a shape factor, and δ is the minimum pore radius. These
variables used as ﬁtting parameters based on mercury standard porosimetry data from Go-
stick et al. 115. Figure 3.1 shows several data sets of porosimetry data which can be used to
Figure 3.1: Mercury intrusion porosimetry data for two different 230 μm
Ballard Material Products (BMP) PTL samples. The contact angle between
mercury and the PTL was recorded at 145◦. Data supplied by Ballard Power
Systems.
calculate pore size distributions, porosities, pore area and the number of pores at each in-
trusion step. Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) uses the concept of capillary pressures
to determine pore size distributions in porous media. When an experiment is run, the pres-
sure forcing the mercury into the porous specimen is increased allowed to equilibrate. The
volume of intrusion and pressures are then recorded, this allows for the calculation of the
average pore diameter that has been intruded during that step116. The pressures required to
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ﬂow into a pore of diameter D is determined by equation 3.2.
pc =
−(4σ cosθ)
D
, (3.2)
where pc is the pressure applied to overcome the capillary pressure, σ is the surface tension,
and θ is the contact angle between the mercury and the substrate, in this case a teﬂonated
porous transport layer. Figure 3.1 illustrates this test performed on a Toray PTL with a
thickness of 230 μm and an apparent contact angle of 145◦, denoting a very non-wetting
behavior. A peak of intrusion volume can be seen at the 9 μm pore radius which signiﬁes
that the majority of volume in this porous media exists at pores with a 9 μm radius.
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Figure 3.2: Weibull probability distribution function for the PTL pore size
distribution with scale and shape factors of ψ = 5.25, and k= 3 respectively.
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The experimental data from the MIP testing is then used to develop a statistical distribution
of pore sizes for the PTLs computational domain. The Weibull function shown in Figure
3.2 is then applied to each of the pores in the domain to create a distribution that closely
matches a realistic PTL.
Figure 3.3: An example of the 2-Dimensional porous network generated
using the Weibull function using ψ = 5.25 and k = 3 as the coefﬁcients.
Figure 3.3 shows an example of a PTL domain created for the porous transport network
model used in this research. For this domain the injection occurs at a point at the center of
the domain and is run for a simulated amount of time, as opposed to the in-cell simulation
domain where the injection occurs over the entire catalyst layer - microporous layer bound-
ary. In both domains the pores are assumed to be cylindrical and the average pore radius is
9.6μm. These values match the experimental results as well as values for mean pore size
distribution found in the literature37,39,111,113,117,118.
The pores are represented in this network model according to the domain shown in Figure
3.3 and the schematic shown in Figure 3.4. A square grid of nodes is ﬁrst created, each
node is placed in equal intervals throughout the domain, the distance between two adjacent
nodes is l. The pore radii are then determined by assigning the random output of a Weibull
distribution that follows the aforementioned shape and scaling parameters (ψ = 5.25, k =
3).
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Figure 3.4: The full computational domain for this work shown here out-
lined in red, the ﬂuid injection begins at the MPL/Catalyst layer interface
and propagates to the gas channel. Also shown in this Figure are several
nodes in the computational domain, non-wetting water, wetting gas and the
ﬁbers.
3.2 PTL Water Transport
Medici 110 used a modiﬁed Poiseuille ﬂow technique is used to model the volumetric ﬂow
rates through the individual pores. The standard Poisueille formulation for the volumetric
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ﬂow rate through a cylinder is shown in equation 3.3 as derived through the Navier-Stokes
equations.
qi j =
πr4i j
8lμ
(
p j− pi
)
(3.3)
For equation 3.3, ri j is the radius of the pore between nod i and j, μ is the dynamic vis-
cosity, and p j− pi is the pressure difference across the length l of the pore. This Poiseuille
ﬂow formulation is then modiﬁed to include the two ﬂuids or phases present. As a ﬂuid
passes through a pore, the location of the interface is tracked and this information can then
be used to create an transition viscosity for the pore by applying a weighted average of
the wetting and non-wetting ﬂuid viscosities. The modiﬁed Poiseuille ﬂow equation then
becomes
qi j =
πr4i j
8lμei j
(
p j− pi− pci j
)
(3.4)
where μei j is the transition viscosity and p
c
i j is the capillary pressure term which arises from
the ﬂuid interface. In the unlikely case that the capillary pressure (pci j) is greater than the
driving pressure (Δpi j) the volumetric ﬂow rate becomes negative signifying a retreating
liquid phase. The transition viscosity is described as
μei j = (μnw−μw)
1− cos(πxi j/l)
2
+μw (3.5)
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where μnw is the viscosity of the non-wetting ﬂuid (liquid), μw is the viscosity of the wetting
ﬂuid (gas), and xi j is the position of the meniscus measured from the i node. The transition
viscosity is a combination of both the wetting and non-wetting ﬂuids, this helps to provide
a smooth transition between the non-wetting and wetting ﬂuids113. Equation 3.5 shows
that as a pore is occupied by only one ﬂuid the transition viscosity (μei j) becomes equal to
that ﬂuids viscosity.
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Figure 3.5: The transition viscosity as the liquid-vapor interface progresses
through the pore.
As the liquid is injected and progresses through the pore the viscosity is calculated from
equation 3.5. When the pore is completely void of liquid the viscosity becomes that of
the gas phase, and when the pore is completely saturated the viscosity becomes that of the
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liquid phase. Figure 3.5 illustrates how the viscosity varies as ﬂuid progresses the pore.
The capillary pressure term like the transition viscosity term is dependent on the location
of the meniscus in the pore. This relation is to deal with possible large changes in capillary
pressure at the pore junctions or nodes. When meniscus reaches the node the radius used
to calculate the capillary pressure is the average radius of the intersecting pores. For the
2-dimensional case this would be the average of four pore radii and for the 3-dimensional
case this would be the average of the six intersecting pore radii. The modiﬁed capillary
pressure formulation was derived by Medici and Allen 113.
pci j =σ cos(θ)
[(
1− ri j
2ri
− ri j
2r j
)
1− cos(2πxi j/l)
ri j
+
1+ cos
(
πxi j/l
)
ri
+
1− cos(πxi j/l)
r j
]
(3.6)
where ri and r j are the average of the intersecting pore radii at the respective nodes i and
j. As in equation 3.2, σ and θ are the surface tension and contact angle respectively. To
prevent sharp changes in the capillary pressure terms and computational instabilities while
approaching the nodes cosine functions were applied to the capillary pressure formulation
from equation 3.2 to produce the smooth transition that is obtained in equation 3.6110,113.
After the ﬂuid progressing through a pore reaches the next node the capillary pressure
simulates a change in contact angle to account for the pinning of the liquid interface at
the pore opening. Figure 3.6 illustrates a typical capillary pressure as the ﬂuid interface
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Figure 3.6: The capillary pressure as the liquid-vapor interface progresses
through a single pore of 25 μm, the pressures after 25 μm are designed to
simulate the contact line pinning at the exit of the pore.
position ﬂows through the pore and reaches the node. The decrease in capillary pressure
noticed after the liquid reaches the node is due to the effect of contact line pinning at that
node.
The effective capillary pressure are calculated for each pore in the domain that contains
liquid, or could contain liquid on the next time step and the viscosities are calculated for
each pore within the domain. These values are then applied to the ﬂow rate calculation
from equation 3.4 for each pore. This yields an accurate account of the capillary pressure
and the viscosities for each pore as the liquid progress through the domain.
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To conserve mass in this model the application of equation 3.7 is applied to the Poisueille
ﬂow formulation. This states that the mass ﬂux into a node equals the mass ﬂux exiting the
node. This balance is applied at every time step of the simulation.
n
∑
j=1
qi j = 0 (3.7)
Here j = 1 to n is the summation of ﬂux from all of the pores at a given node intersection,
n is the number of pores at this intersection and can be either 4 or 6 for a 2-dimensional
or 3-dimensional pore network respectively. The conservation of mass is applied to the
individual pores resulting in equation 3.8, a ﬂux balance for each node within the domain.
n
∑
j=1
r4i j
μei j
(
p j− pi− pci j
)
= 0 (3.8)
Equation 3.8 is the discretized modiﬁed Poisueille ﬂow equation used to describe the ﬂuid
transport in the modeled cylindrical tubes.
3.3 Thermal Transport
Medici and Allen 112 used a variation of the Surasani et al. 119 model was used to model the
heat transport from node to node. In this model all heat transfer is considered to transport
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through conduction. The conservation of energy is then applied around each node
(vρcp)
dTi
dt
=−
n
∑
j=1
Q˙i j−
m
∑
j=1
(
m˙evΔh f g
)
i j
(3.9)
where (vρcp)i j is the total heat capacity at node i which is a function of the water, air
and carbon content of the surrounding pores, m˙ev is the evaporation rate at the liquid-gas
interface, and Δh f g is the enthalpy of formation which is determined empirically by linear
regression of published enthalpy data120.
Δh f g = 3187.47−2.49489Ti (3.10)
By expanding equation 3.9 with the volumes associated with each of the three phases
present in each of the pores connecting to a node the total heat capacity of each node
can then be calculated.
(vρcp)i =
l
2
n
∑
j=1
{[
π
(
1.1
l
2
)2
−πr2i j
]
(ρcp)s
+ si jπr
2
i j (ρcp)l +
(
1− si j
)
πr2i j (ρcp)g
}
(3.11)
The saturation of a pore (si j) is the ratio of liquid volume in the pore i j to the total volume
of that pore. When si j = 1 the pore is completely full with the wetting phase (liquid water)
and when si j = 0 the pore is ﬁlled completely with the wetting phase (humidiﬁed air).
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The area distribution in the solid phase was modiﬁed from the work of Medici and Allen 112
to create a more realistic relationship between pore size and the surrounding solid phase.
The model presented by Medici and Allen 112 calculated the area of the solid phase con-
ducting material by using a cross-section of a square that has an edge length of two times
the radius of the pore. This would cause the solid phase volume for a pore to be larger in
the larger pores and small in the small pores. Intuitively the opposite is true, the larger the
pore the smaller the solid phase conducive area. To address this the geometry was modiﬁed
from that of a square with circular cut-out to a annulus. The outer radius (as seen in Figure
3.7) is set to be just over half the distance between parallel pores while the inner radius is
that of the pore. This creates an inverse relationship to the pore size, a larger pore means
less solid-phase.
The thermal transport properties of this model are based off a thermal resistance model
that is applied to the solid ﬁber lattice structure generated from the same Weibull PDF that
creates the pore size distribution. The conduction area for the solid phase is taken to be
π(1.1 · li j/2)2, where the 1.1 accommodating factor and is chosen such that the effective
porosity remains at 0.7 for the PTL and li j is the length of every pore. With a 1.1 multi-
plying factor the overall carbon volume occupies 30% of the volume thus accounting for
an accurate carbon to air ratio throughout the PTL. The thermal conductivity is greatly
controlled by the carbon volume in the PTL and this is modeled by assuming each pore
is encapsulated by a carbon cylinder forming an annulus of carbon around the pore space.
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The outer radius of the annulus is set to be r f = 1.1 · li j/2 and the inner radius is ri jas illus-
trated in Figure 3.7. This is a modiﬁed version of the thermal model presented by Surasani
et al. 119
Figure 3.7: A visualization of the thermal transport domain for the
2-dimensional pore network model. The scales chosen in this illustration
are to better illustrate the conduction in the solid and liquid states and not to
scale.
The basic thermal resistance model for conduction can be seen in equation 3.12, here k is
the thermal conductivity of the conductor, A is the conductive area and l is the length of the
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pore.
Rt,cond =
l
kA
(3.12)
This conductive thermal resistance model is then applied to the components present in the
models domain, the solid phase (carbon ﬁbers), the liquid phase (water), and the gas phase
(humidiﬁed air) resulting in a thermal resistance circuit shown in Figure 3.8. For this model
the thermal resistances Rs, Rl and Rg are the equivalent thermal resistances for the solid,
liquid and gas phases respectively. In the case that a pore is occupied by a single phase
the lower branch of the resistive circuit become equal to the thermal resistance of only the
phase that is present.
Figure 3.8: Equivalent thermal resistance circuit for a pore containing liq-
uid and gas phases.
Solving the circuit for its equivalent thermal resistance is done by using equation 3.13
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yielding an effective thermal resistance for the pore and its surrounding ﬁber121.
Rtoti j =
Rs (Rl +Rg)
Rs+(Rl +Rg)
(3.13)
Finally the heat transfer rate can be calculated with
Q˙i j =
Ti−Tj
Rtoti j
(3.14)
where ΔTi j is the temperature difference between nodes i and j. For this model the heat
transfer rates are set to be constant at the catalyst layer representing the heat generated from
the reaction occurring during the fuel cell operation. Equation 3.14 can then be solved in
terms of Tj and when applied at every pore will result in the temperature proﬁle of the
domain at each time step as illustrated in Figure 3.9, the temperature distribution for a land
temperature of 80◦C and a minimum channel temperature of 79.72◦C.
Figure 3.9: The ﬁnal temperature distribution of the PTL after a 200 second
simulation with the land temperature set to 80◦C and a relative humidity in
the channel of 70%.
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3.4 Vapor Transport
The vapor transport in this model is accounted for by modeling the concentration gradients.
The driving force of the vapor in the PTL is the concentration gradient between the liquid
front and the gas channel. The sharper this gradient the more effectively the vapor produced
from the vapor source, the evaporating liquid water is carried away from the interface and
to the gas channel. The two vapor phase generation models investigated are the diffusive
and the transition ﬁlm model. The diffusive model is strictly based on the surface area of
the ﬂuid and the relative humidity in the pore. In the case of a fuel cell the porous media
allows for a large contact line length to volume ratio, this is the reason a thin-ﬁlm model
is preferred. While the diffusive model only considers the surface area the transition ﬁlm
model considers the contact line area, contact angle, liquid curvature and it has been shown
across the literature that the transition ﬁlm region near the contact line is responsible for
50%− 95% of the overall heat and mass transfer of an evaporating ﬂuid77,79,84,88,122–124.
To compare the results of the two evaporation models employed herein the primary dif-
fusive vapor transport model, derived from the work of Yiotis et al. 125, is employed to
transport the water vapor generated from the evaporation models to the gas channel. Here
a convection-diffusion equation used to account for this vapor phase mass transfer.
∂C
∂ t
= D∇2C (3.15)
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In the diffusion equation 3.15 C is the vapor concentration, and D is the binary diffusivity
of water vapor in air. This equation is applied to the gas phase and is used to determine
the concentration and location of the water vapor. The results of this concentration are then
directly used as an input for the phase change models. Equation 3.15 can be discretized
and applied on a per pore basis thus solving locally the concentration of the water vapor in
the respective pore111,125.
Vi
dCi
dt
= Diπr
2
i j
Ci−Cj
l
(3.16)
Here the termVi is the volume of the pores surrounding node i, and Di is the binary diffusiv-
ity of water vapor in air at the temperature of node i. The diffusion constant is a function of
the local temperature and for this model is approximated by equation 3.17 which is a linear
regression of the water vapor in air diffusion coefﬁcient as reported in Bolz and Tuve120
with units of cm2/s.
Di = 0.168828+0.00152943Ti (3.17)
The volume of the pores surrounding a node i is calculated using equation 3.18 which is a
sum of the volumes of each node joining with node i.
Vi =
l
2
n
∑
j=1
πr2i j (3.18)
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In a 3-Dimensional simulation the number of pores connected at the node is 6 and for
2-Dimensional simulations the value of n is 4.
3.4.1 Diffusive Evaporation Model
Medici and Allen 112 used the diffusive evaporation model based of the work of Yiotis
et al. 125. The liquid is evaporating at the gas-liquid interface of each pore containing the
non-wetting ﬂuid
mevi j = πr
2
i jΔtD j
Cevi −Cj
l
(3.19)
where mevi j is the mass of evaporated liquid water,C
ev
i is the maximum vapor concentration
allowable in air at Ti (RH = 100%), Δt is the time step, andCi is the concentration of water
vapor in air at node i. To determine the maximum vapor concentration the humidity ratio
is calculated at the saturation pressure
ωev = 0.622
psat
patm− psat (3.20)
where patm is the air pressure in the pore, and psat is a function of temperature (Ti) that
is empirically determined from published data120. The input temperature units for this
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formulation are ◦C and the output saturation pressure is in mmHG.
log10 psat =
(
8.07131− 1730.63
233.426+Ti
)
(3.21)
Finally the maximum vapor concentration can be calculated from the humidity ratio by
multiplying by the density of dry air.
Cev = ωevρair (3.22)
The vapor concentration of the gas phase can be determined in a similar fashion, starting
with the partial pressure of water vapor in the gas phase at node i. The relative humidity
(φi) is speciﬁed at the channel as a boundary condition.
pv,i = φi psat (3.23)
The humidity ratio at the channel can then be determined by
ωi = 0.622
pv,i
pv,i− psat (3.24)
and used to calculate the concentration at the channel boundary which is then used as a
boundary condition.
Ci = ωiρair (3.25)
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Using the evaporated mass (equation 3.19), the new location of the meniscus in the pore
can be calculated as
xi j =
mli j−mevi j
πr2i jρl
(3.26)
, where mli j is the mass of the liquid phase, ρl is the density of the liquid phase and m
ev
i j is
the mass of evaporated liquid as described in equation 3.19.
3.5 Boundary Conditions
The pore network model analyzes only the cathode side of the fuel cell and neglects trans-
port through the membrane and the gas channel. The membrane and gas channel transport
have been neglected to keep this model computationally inexpensive. These assumptions
do however eliminate the ability to model the effects of back-diffusion through the mem-
brane to the anode and plug formation in the gas channel. The simulation ends either when
the liquid phase reaches the gas channel or if the liquid reaches a steady state situation
where the rate of injection is tantamount to the rate of evaporation.
Table 3.1 is a summary of the boundary conditions applied in the pore network model
for the liquid percolation, vapor concentration, and thermal transport. The selection and
application of these boundary conditions will be discussed in greater detail in the following
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Table 3.1
Boundary conditions used in solving the pore network model simulations.
North South East/West
Land Channel
Liquid Neumann/Wall Dirichlet Neumann Symmetry
qi j = 0 pair = patm qi j = 1.2×10−7mL/s
Saturation Isolated Dirichlet Saturation∗ Symmetry
C(∞) = 0 φ = const φ = 1
Thermal Dirichlet Dirichlet Neumann Symmetry
Tl = const Tc = Tl · f (x)∗∗ Q˙i j = 0.144W
* The “Southern” boundary condition for saturation is set at the liquid-vapor interface and not the
bottom of the domain.
** f (x) is a parabolic function that ﬁts the temperature boundary with the results found in Shimpalee
and Dutta 126 .
sections.
The evaporation rates are calculated on a per pore basis and each pore has a unique set of
input parameters to the evaporation model which calculates the evaporation rate based on
the transition ﬁlm evaporation model discussed in section 2. With this the evaporation in
every pore is subject to a unique set of boundary conditions that is determined by the radius
of that individual pore, the wall temperature of that pore and the vapor phase saturation in
that pore.
3.5.1 Liquid-phase Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions used to determine the liquid phase ﬂow are referred to herein
as the “North” and “South” boundary for the top and bottom of the simulated domain,
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Figure 3.10: The computational domain of the PTL transport model illus-
trating the location of the land area and the boundary conditions used in
this simulation. Note that the channel is not included in the computational
domain, thus its height is not drawn to scale.
and the “East” and “West” boundary for the left and right sides of the simulated domain
respectively. At the north boundary as seen in Figure 3.10 the wall or Neumann boundary
condition is applied under the land which in this case is from 0− 750μm and 2250−
3000μm, this boundary condition simulates the impermeable bipolar plate and is set at
zero injection rate. Also on the north boundary is the open channel which resides in the
area from 750−2250μm along the x-domain, the Dirichlet boundary condition here is set
to 0 gauge pressure. This allows all vapor water that reaches the channel to be removed
from the simulation. To maintain this boundary condition the simulation is stopped when
the liquid phase water reaches any portion of the channel.
Since the gas pressure at the channel is set to 0 gauge pressure the assumption is made that
the anode side gas pressure is the same as the cathode side, this model is capable of applying
a pressure differential between the cathode and anode side gas channels by adjusting the
cathode boundary condition at the channel to reﬂect the difference in pressures. For the
purposes illustrated in this work a pressure differential between the anode and cathode
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is not required. A wall boundary condition is also set at the southern boundary making
the assumption that the membrane is completely impermeable to the liquid water. This
assumption is valid since the liquid phase permeability of the membrane is very low and
on time scales several orders of magnitude greater than the duration of these simulations.
A symmetry boundary condition is set on both the east and the west boundaries.
On the southern boundary a Neumann boundary condition is set to a constant inﬂux of
water. The rate at which this boundary condition is set at 1×10−9 mL/s at each pore. This
injection rate was determined from the water generated in a fuel cell operating at 2.0 A/cm2
and 0.2 V . The reason for choosing such a high current density in these simulations was
to capture the mass transport losses that are most prevalent at high current densities (see
Figure 1.2).
Initially the domain is occupied by only air at a relative humidity set equal to that of the gas
channel. Once the simulation begins the liquid water begins with its injection rate constant
across the southern boundary. The water generated in this model is generated purely in the
liquid phase like that of Weber and Darling 127. It has been shown in the literature that a
constant water inﬂux across the catalyst layer may not be accurate representation of how
the reaction takes place, as water builds up blocking passage to reaction sites the water
production in certain areas may decrease, this is not modeled due to the inconsistency in
the literature what sort of proﬁle the water generation might take across the catalyst layer.
This model has the ability to input such a function across the catalyst layer however, until a
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better understanding of how this production takes place a constant inﬂux of water has been
used.
The network of this model consists of pores that are of equal length (25 μm) with varying
radii, as discussed previously in section 3.1. Although a constant pore length may not be
physically accurate to describe the PTL the pore size distribution was selected to take this
in account. By varying the locations of the different pore sizes according to the Weibull
distribution the effect of different pore lengths is captured making this a model physically
accurate in water transport while keeping the computational costs at a minimum.
3.5.2 Saturation Boundary Conditions
The saturation boundary conditions are initially set as input parameters to this model.
Along the north boundary the land portions (0− 750μm to 2250μm) in the model shown
in Figure 3.10) are set to isolated boundaries while under the channel a constant relative
humidity is speciﬁed as an input parameter. At the beginning of the model the entire do-
main is assumed to be equal to that set as an input for the channel relative humidity. As
the water is injected the southern boundary becomes saturated with liquid water forcing
the boundary to a fully saturated state. The east and west boundaries, like those of the
liquid-phase boundary conditions, is set to a symmetry boundary condition. In the results
presented in chapter 4 the effects of four different relative humidity cases are explored,
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φ = 60%,70%,80% and 90%.
3.5.3 Thermal Boundary Conditions
For the thermal boundary conditions along the land section of the north boundary a constant
temperature is set. At the channel on the north boundary the temperature proﬁle is set
to simulate a cooling effect from the constant air ﬂow that travels through the channel.
The proﬁle was chose to match the results from Shimpalee and Dutta 126 in which the
temperature distributions throughout a fuel cell were studied. The resulting proﬁle yields a
minimum temperature in the center of the channel as can be seen in Figure 3.11 that is 0.5%
lower than the constant temperature boundary condition of the land. This value was chosen
to ﬁt published data for the temperature distribution of the ﬂow channel on the cathode side
of a PEM fuel cell82,126. In the results presented in chapter 4 the effects of three different
land temperature boundary conditions are explored, T = 70◦C,75◦C,80◦C.
Figure 3.11: A schematic showing how the temperature proﬁle varies along
the north boundary.
The east and west boundaries are again set to symmetric conditions, while the southern
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boundary consists of a Neumann boundary condition of constant heat ﬂux. Just as in the
liquid-phase boundary condition the heat ﬂux is generated from a source term that pro-
duces heat from the electrochemical reaction determined by the cell operating conditions
of 2A/cm2 and 0.2V . The heat production associated with such a condition is 1.2×10−3W
per pore along the southern boundary or catalyst layer.
3.6 Fluid Transport Validation
The ﬂuid transport for this model has been validated using a pseudo-Helle-Shaw exper-
iment. This is referred to as the “pseudo” Helle-Shaw because it is comprised of two
parallel plates however, for this setup instead of just two parallel plates there is a PTL
sandwiched between the plates. For the validation tests the model is changed from a thin
PTL with ﬂuid injection all along the bottom to a PTL with the ﬂuid injected in the center.
This allows for various different ﬂow regimes (capillary ﬁngering, viscous ﬁngering and
stable displacement) to be simulated and tested for to prove the physics behind the model
are correct113. For more information on the validation of the ﬂow regimes and the PTL
ﬂuid transport models see the work by Medici 110.
Figure 3.12 demonstrates a simulation/experimental set with the ﬂuid injected in the center
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of the PTL, the percolation in this test shows the capillary ﬁngering that is found experi-
mentally by Medici 110. The experiments run to verify this output were done at low temper-
atures (≈ 22◦C) in an environment where the top and bottom of the PTL were covered with
transparent plates to minimize the effects of evaporation and to keep the ﬂow in the plane
of the PTL, thus for this simulation run the effects of evaporation were toggled off. The
(a) Simulation (b) Experimental
Figure 3.12: Validation simulation of the liquid transport model. The in-
jection rates in 3.12(b) were performed with a Ca = 3.1×10−8, the outline
represents the liquid air interface.
capillary numbers on both the experiment and the simulation were set toCa = 3.1×10−8 a
value in the range of an operating fuel cell. Comparing the simulation and the experimental
data the subtle differences that can be noticed are due to differences in pore distribution.
Although the mean pore size distributions for both the PTL and the simulation domain
are very closely matched, the stochastic nature of the pore distribution cause differences
in the experimental and simulated percolations. For example, although very unlikely, the
randomly applied Weibull distribution could result in the largest diameter pores falling in a
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line ranging from the injection point to the edge of the simulation causing the percolation
to quickly progress along that line.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter a pore network model was presented that can utilize two different approaches
on phase change. The diffusive model, which assumes uniform ﬂux across the interfacial
area and the transition ﬁlm model which considers curvatures, disjoining pressures and
capillary pressures to determine the phase change ﬂuxes in the areas of the meniscus that
have the highest curvature. Both of the modeling approaches presented consider the entire
surface area, however it is only the transition ﬁlm model that has the added considerations
near the contact line. The transition ﬁlm model, although more accurate does increase
the computational time from the order of minutes to tens of minutes. These two different
approaches introduced in this chapter will be discussed and compared in the following
chapters.
The pore network model boundary conditions used for the simulations presented have been
set to a very high current density fuel cell situation. This is due to the dominance of the
mass transport losses at such operating conditions. By simulating the operating conditions
that create the mass transport problems, a better understanding of the phenomena respon-
sible for causing these losses may be more closely examined.
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Chapter 4
Modeling Results
This chapter will examine the results obtained from the pore network model with both
the transition ﬁlm and the diffusive models for evaporation. These comparisons will be
made with several different pore distributions to demonstrate how each model behaves
when the morphology is changed. The simulations will also indirectly examine how the
morphology of the PTL changes the distribution of liquid water and temperature gradients
in the modeling domain. Figure 4.1 shows the three different pore distributions. The mean
Table 4.1
Pore size distribution Weibull PDF parameters for the three morphological
cases under investigation.
Scale Shape Mean Pore
factor (ψ) factor (k) Size
5.25 3 9.7μm
5.25 10 9.7μm
9.25 4 8.7μm
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pore size and Weibull scale/shape factors for the three different PDFs that generate the
pore network can be seen in table 4.1. These values were chosen from the mercury intrusion
porosimetry data by Gostick et al. 115. When the pore distribution is changed while keeping
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Figure 4.1: Three pore size distributions tested all with a mean pore size
and distributions shown in table 4.1.
the mean pore size constant the liquid percolation changes and the results from the diffusive
and transition ﬁlm evaporation models show very similar results. It isn’t until the mean
pore size and its distribution are changed that results from the two different evaporation
models begin to differ. With a smaller mean pore radius the contact line to surface area
ratio is increased which will physically lead to higher expected evaporation rates128. This
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phenomenon is captured with the transition ﬁlm evaporation model however, the diffusive
model is unable to capture these effects.
4.1 Diffusive/Transition Film Model Comparison at 60%
Relative Humidity and 70◦C
The differences between the two evaporation models in the pore network model are exam-
ined in this section for low relative humidity and low temperature conditions (φ = 60%
and Tl = 70
◦C). These simulations are run with two different pore distributions and mean
pore radii. The ﬁrst distribution under investigation has a mean pore size of 9.7 μm and
the Weibull scale and shape parameters used to generate this distribution are ψ = 5.25 and
k = 3 respectively. The other distribution examined has a mean pore size of 8.7 μm and
Weibull scale and shape parameters of φ = 9.25 and k = 4. The change in mean pore size
is to illustrate the ability of the transition ﬁlm model to capture the effects curvature has on
the overall evaporation rates out of porous media.
Figure 4.2 shows the percolation of water through the pore network model for both the dif-
fusive and transition ﬁlm evaporation models. Here a slight difference in the liquid water
front can be noticed with more liquid water present in the diffusive model than the transition
ﬁlm model. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 give a more quantitative look at how these models com-
pare, these are referred to herein as the liquid phase water saturation plots. The liquid phase
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water saturation shows the front length, occupied volume, evaporated volume and wetted
area and are all in terms of a percentage. These curves are shown as a percentage so di-
rect comparisons between simulations with varying fuel cell operating conditions and pore
distributions can be made. The percentage of front length is the two-dimensional liquid
water-air interface length with respect to the summation of the pore diameters throughout
the domain. The percentage of occupied volume is the volume of liquid phase water in
the PTL with respect to the total pore volume in the modeling domain. The percentage of
evaporated volume is the volume of liquid water that has evaporated with respect to the
total volume of liquid water.
(a) Diffusive model percolation at 60% RH and 70◦C with a 9.7μm mean pore size.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model percolation at 60% RH and 70◦C with a 9.7μm mean pore size.
Figure 4.2: Percolation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 60% RH
and 76◦C for the 9.7μm mean pore size. (a) Diffusive evaporation model,
(b) transition ﬁlm evaporation model.
The liquid phase water saturation plots show the progression of the liquid water ﬁnger and
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illustrate the liquid water distribution, but they do not allow the two evaporation models
to be compared directly. In some cases these are very close, especially in the cases with
a mean pore size near 10 μm. To help distinguish the differences in the results from each
model table 4.2 shows the percent evaporated volume at the end of the simulation and the
average occupied volume and front length for the last 20 seconds of the simulation when
the model nears steady state.
Many of the liquid saturation plots exhibit oscillations, dips and ﬂuctuations that are most
prevailing in the front length curves. In Figure 4.3 at about 90 seconds into the simulation
an almost sudden change in the front length occurs. These ﬂuctuations are a function of the
current liquid water distribution and the pore size distribution.
The sequence of percolation and vapor concentration plots shown in Figure 4.5 demonstrate
the liquid water distribution at 4 second intervals for the duration of the dip seen in the
liquid saturation plot, Figure 4.3. Through this sequence the liquid water front appears to
be receding and vapor concentration plots show that as the liquid front gets close to the gas
channel the steep concentration gradient that is formed aids in the removal of water as a
vapor. The removal of water vapor through the gas channel helps to increase the evaporation
rates seen at the liquid interface thereby causing the liquid water front to retreat.
With the low temperature and low relative humidity operating conditions the transition ﬁlm
model is predicting a higher evaporation rate. This can easily be seen by not only the larger
percentage of evaporated volume but the occupied volume and front length are considerably
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Figure 4.3: PTL saturation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 60%
RH and 70◦C for the 9.7μm mean pore size with the diffusive evaporation
model.
lower than that of the diffusive model as well.
The temperature distributions shown in ﬁgure 4.6 demonstrate a few of the differences in
the temperature distribution because of the different evaporation rates calculated by the two
models. The transition ﬁlm model has predicted higher evaporation rates than the diffusive
model, the effects of this can be noticed in the difference in maximum temperatures for the
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Figure 4.4: PTL saturation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 60%
RH and 70◦C for the 9.7μm mean pore size with the transition ﬁlm evapo-
ration model.
temperature distributions. Figure 4.6(a) is the ﬁnal temperature distribution for the network
model with the diffusive evaporation model. This is similar when compared to the transi-
tion ﬁlm model (ﬁgure 4.6(b) however, the higher evaporation rates and different liquid
water distributions have slightly changed the mean domain temperature and temperature
distributions.
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(a) 90 seconds (b) 90 seconds
(c) 94 seconds (d) 94 seconds
(e) 98 seconds (f) 98 seconds
(g) 102 seconds (h) 102 seconds
(i) 106 seconds (j) 106 seconds
(k) 110 seconds (l) 110 seconds
Figure 4.5: Liquid water percolation (left) and vapor saturation (right) of
the receding front at 90 seconds to 110 seconds in the diffusive model 60%
RH and 70◦C case.
Table 4.2
Comparison of the liquid water saturation data for the diffusive and
transition ﬁlm models with an 9.7μm mean pore size.
Diffusive Transition Film
Model Model
Total Evaporated
Volume 0.75% 0.76%
Occupied
Volume 0.357% 0.326%
Front
Length 2.46% 2.03%
The mean temperatures as the simulation progresses can be seen in ﬁgure 4.7, here the tran-
sition ﬁlm model is predicting several degrees lower average temperature than the diffusive
model. This is entirely due to the higher evaporation rates, more heat energy is removed
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(a) Diffusive model temperature distribution at 60% RH and 70◦C with an 9.7 μm mean pore size.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model temperature distribution at 60% RH and 70◦C with an 9.7 μm mean pore size.
Figure 4.6: Temperature distribution for the 60% relative humidity, 80◦C
and 9.7μm mean pore size.
due to phase change thus resulting in a lower mean temperature. The higher evaporation
rates affect the water distribution which in turn changes the thermal conductivity of the
domain.
Figure 4.8 shows the water vapor concentration over the domain at the ﬁnal time step, here
the dark red area is near fully saturated while the dark blue is the relative humidity of the
channel (in this case 60% RH). In these two examples the transition ﬁlm model appears
to have a slightly smaller saturated area than the diffusive model. In these the sharper the
gradient from fully saturated to the channel relative humidity the faster the water vapor
from the evaporating pores is driven to the channel.
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Figure 4.7: Average temperature of the domain throughout the simulation
for both the transition ﬁlm and diffusive models with a mean pore size of
9.7μ m.
The pressure distributions plots can be difﬁcult to obtain useful information from. The
largest issue is that when the percolating liquid reaches a node with several small pores
the pressure will increase substantially at that speciﬁc node while the others at that time
remain fairly low, this causes a “hotspot” on the surface plot which reduces the visibility of
everything except one or two nodes that have abnormally high pressures. Figure 4.9 shows
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(a) Diffusive model saturation distribution at 60% RH and 70◦C with an 9.7 μm mean pore size.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model saturation distribution at 60% RH and 70◦C with an 9.7 μm mean pore size.
Figure 4.8: Saturation distribution for the 60% relative humidity, 80◦C and
9.7μm mean pore size.
the pressure distribution for both models. The presence of liquid water is the primary
factor in these plots, so when comparing the two evaporation rate models this is no more
useful than the percolation plots. The pressure distribution plots do however aid in the
understanding of the liquid water transport through the PTL.
Figure 4.10 illustrates the water distribution for both the diffusive and the transition ﬁlm
evaporation models in the pore network model for a smaller mean pore size. The diffusive
model in this case is stopped at 70 seconds when the liquid ﬁnger reached the gas channel.
With the transition ﬁlm model the liquid phase does not reach the gas channel through the
duration of the simulation. In this morphology, with the smaller pore size and thus the
smaller pore volume, more ﬂooding is expected. This is seen with both of the evaporation
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(a) Diffusive model pressure distribution at 60% RH and 70◦C with an 9.7 μm mean pore size.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model pressure distribution at 60% RH and 70◦C with an 9.7 μm mean pore size.
Figure 4.9: Pressure distribution for the 60% relative humidity, 80◦C and
9.7μm mean pore size.
models. However, the ﬂooding is exaggerated by the under-prediction of evaporation rates
when using the diffusive model.
In the liquid phase water saturation plots for the 8.7 μm mean pore radius much larger
differences can be seen. At 70 seconds the diffusive evaporation model reaches the gas
channel and the simulation is stopped which can be seen in Figure 4.11 when all the pa-
rameters plotted ﬂat-line. The ﬂat-line is caused by the computational model freezing the
results for the remainder of the simulation to reduce computational time on a simulation
that has reached the gas channel. For comparison purposes the values of both models are
evaluated at the point where the liquid reaches the gas channel in the diffusive model and
after 200 seconds has elapsed in the transition ﬁlm model.
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(a) Diffusive model percolation at 60% RH and 70◦C with an 8.7μm mean pore size.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model percolation at 60% RH and 70◦C with an 8.7μm mean pore size.
Figure 4.10: Percolation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 60% RH
and 70◦C for the 8.7μm mean pore size. (a) Diffusive evaporation model,
(b) transition ﬁlm evaporation model.
Table 4.3 shows the values for the ﬁnal evaporated volume as well as the evaporated volume
at 70 seconds, for the diffusive model these values are the same. It can again be noticed that
the evaporation rates predicted by the transition ﬁlm model are larger than that predicted
by the diffusive model, this is the primary reason why the diffusive model had percolated
through to the gas channel and the transition ﬁlm model did not.
Table 4.3
Comparison of the liquid water saturation data for the diffusive and
transition ﬁlm models with an 8.7μm mean pore size.
Diffusive Transition Film Transition Film
Model Model at 70s Model
Total Evaporated
Volume 0.23% 0.25% 0.91%
Occupied
Volume 0.393% 0.379% 0.388%
Front
Length 2.24% 2.01% 2.12%
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Figure 4.11: PTL saturation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 60%
RH and 70◦C for the 8.7μm mean pore size with the diffusive evaporation
model.
Looking at the temperature distribution for the smaller mean pore size with the larger pore
distribution results in nearly identical temperature proﬁles. This is likely due to the much
larger solid volume in this pore size distribution. Because there is a larger volume of solid,
or carbon, in this simulation the thermal resistance circuit becomes dominated by the solid
component thus the liquid/air components of the thermal resistance model become much
larger than the solid phase.
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Figure 4.12: PTL saturation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 60%
RH and 70◦C for the 8.7μm mean pore size with the transition ﬁlm evapo-
ration model.
The effect of the evaporating water is greatly reduced, aside from the thermal conductivity
being dominated by the solid phase the interface area becomes much smaller which will
result in an overall reduction in total heat loss due to phase change compared to the slightly
larger pore size. This can be seen in ﬁgure 4.14 where the average temperature proﬁles for
both models become very close. This is mostly due to the dominance of the Rs term in the
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(a) Diffusive model temperature distribution at 60% RH and 70◦C with an 8.7 μm mean pore size.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model temperature distribution at 60% RH and 70◦C with an 8.7 μm mean pore size.
Figure 4.13: Temperature distribution for the 60% relative humidity, 80◦C
and 8.7μm mean pore size.
thermal resistance model.
In the saturation distribution plots for the 8.7 μm mean pore size simulations the liquid
water reaches the channel. In Figure 4.15(a) the fully saturated area can be seen to almost
reach the channel, this is because of the strictly enforced boundary conditions of 60% RH in
the channel. This is why the simulation must stop once the ﬁnger reaches the gas channel.
Finally in the 60% RH and 80◦C case there are the pressure distribution plots. As discussed
earlier the transition ﬁlm pressure distribution is showing a “hotspot” on the pressure dis-
tribution from the liquid water ﬁnger reaching a node with smaller pores. This has caused
the pressure to spike locally making the rest of the percolating front more difﬁcult to see.
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Figure 4.14: Average temperature of the domain throughout the simulation
for both the transition ﬁlm and diffusive models with a mean pore size of
8.7μ m.
It is because of this that the intensities of each plot cannot be compared to one another as
the pressure range can differ greatly from one simulation to the next.
Figure 4.17 shows a typical average pressure plot created by the pore network model. Here
the red curve illustrates the average pressure across the liquid vapor interface which is a
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(a) Diffusive model saturation distribution at 60% RH and 70◦C with an 8.7 μm mean pore size.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model saturation distribution at 60% RH and 70◦C with an 8.7 μm mean pore size.
Figure 4.15: Saturation distribution for the 60% relative humidity, 80◦C
and 8.7μm mean pore size.
function of the radii of the pores the liquid occupies. The average pressure at the liquid-
vapor interface exhibits so a range of “noise” because at each time step the liquid front has
a wide range of new pore radii which in turn can change the average pressure seen at the
liquid front signiﬁcantly. The black curve is the injection pressure at the catalyst layer, this
is a result of the amount of pressure required to inject the quantity of water that is produced
at each time step from the chemical reaction at the catalyst layer.
The next sections will discuss more simulations comparing the two evaporation models.
The simulations will examine a moderate temperature and relative humidity as well as a
high temperature and high relative humidity case. For these simulations only the perco-
lation plots, and the liquid saturation curves will be shown as the temperature, pressure
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(a) Diffusive model pressure distribution at 60% RH and 70◦C with an 8.7 μm mean pore size.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model pressure distribution at 60% RH and 70◦C with an 8.7 μm mean pore size.
Figure 4.16: Pressure distribution for the 60% relative humidity, 80◦C and
8.7μm mean pore size.
and saturation distributions remain similar in trend to the 60% RH and 70◦C case, these
plots are also not necessary for this investigation. The extreme cases are modeled to show
a range of results that best represents the overall trend on the differences between the two
models. Other simulations that have been tested have results that lie within the conﬁnes of
the three simulations presented in this chapter. Some of the simulated operating conditions
that are not presented in this chapter can be found in the Appendix.
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Figure 4.17: Injection pressure at the catalyst layer (black) and pressure at
the liquid vapor interface (red) for the transition ﬁlm model at 60% RH and
70◦C with the 8.7 μm mean pore size.
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4.2 Diffusive/Transition Film Model Comparison at 70%
Relative Humidity and 75◦C
The differences in the diffusive model and the transition ﬁlm model will be explored, pre-
senting in this section a moderate case (φ = 70% and T = 75◦C) for two different pore size
distributions. Figure 4.18 demonstrates the percolation of liquid water as calculated by the
diffusive model 4.18(a), and the transition ﬁlm model 4.18(b).
(a) Diffusive model percolation at 70% RH and 75◦C with a 9.7μm mean pore size.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model percolation at 70% RH and 75◦C with a 9.7μm mean pore size.
Figure 4.18: Percolation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 70% RH
and 75◦C for the 9.7μm mean pore size. (a) Diffusive evaporation model,
(b) transition ﬁlm evaporation model.
Upon inspection of the percolation plots in Figure 4.18 the difference between the two
models is difﬁcult to discern. A small difference in liquid water distribution is evident, but
the quantity of liquid water cannot be determined. To analyze these subtle differences the
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Table 4.4
Comparison of the liquid water saturation data for the diffusive and
transition ﬁlm models with a 9.7μm mean pore size.
Diffusive Transition Film
Model Model
Total Evaporated
Volume 0.81% 0.78%
Occupied
Volume 0.335% 0.339%
Front
Length 2.10% 2.18%
liquid saturation plots must be evaluated. Figures 4.19 and 4.20 show the liquid saturation
curves, here the front length curve is a percentage of the two-dimensional interface length
normalized with the total of all the pore diameters. The wetted area is the percentage
of two-dimensional area occupied by the liquid phase which is normalized with the area
of all the pores in the domain. The occupied volume is the percentage of the total pore
volume occupied by liquid water normalized with the total pore volume in the domain. The
evaporated volume is the percentage of the total volume of liquid water that has evaporated
throughout the simulation. These values are all given as a percentage of the total possible
within the domain to make direct comparisons between simulations with different pore
distributions and mean pore sizes possible.
It can be seen in table 4.4 that the diffusive model has predicted higher evaporation rates
than the transition ﬁlm model, this is because the mean pore size with a liquid water inter-
face is larger than the mean pore size of the entire domain. This makes sense as the ﬂow of
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Figure 4.19: PTL saturation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 70%
RH and 75◦C for the 9.7μm mean pore size with the diffusive evaporation
model.
liquid water is determined by the driving pressure and the pores that have the lowest resist-
ing capillary forces, and the pores with the lowest capillary forces happen to be the largest
pores. The larger-than-average pore size occupied by the liquid phase water is causing the
diffusive model to predict higher evaporation rates. The data shown in table 4.4 for front
length and occupied volume is the average of the ﬁnal 20 seconds of the simulation, this is
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Figure 4.20: PTL saturation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 70%
RH and 75◦C for the 9.7μm mean pore size with the transition ﬁlm evapo-
ration model.
done to make a fair comparison as using just the ﬁnal point could be misleading due to the
sinusoidal nature of these parameters.
The mean pore size was reduced to 8.7μm with a distribution that follows the Weibull PDF
shown in ﬁgure 4.1 and a shape and scale value of k = 4 and ψ = 9.25 respectively. The
reduction of the mean pore size from 9.7 μm to 8.7 μm effectively reduces the porosity of
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the PTL by 0.54%. From the simulation with an 8.7μm mean pore size shown in ﬁgure 4.21
(a) Diffusive model percolation at 70% RH and 75◦C with an 8.7μm mean pore size.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model percolation at 70% RH and 75◦C with an 8.7μm mean pore size.
Figure 4.21: Percolation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 70% RH
and 75◦C for the 8.7μm mean pore size. (a) Diffusive evaporation model,
(b) transition ﬁlm evaporation model.
a clear difference in liquid water distribution and quantity can be seen. Without studying
the liquid water saturation plots an obvious difference in evaporation rates can be noticed
as after 168 seconds the diffusive evaporation model was stopped because the liquid water
had reached the gas channel while the transition ﬁlm evaporation models liquid water had
never reached the gas channel through the duration of the simulation.
Both the transition ﬁlm and the diffusive models have shown that there are certain areas
of the PTL that are prone to the build up of liquid water, however the smaller pore size
causes the diffusive model to grossly under-predict the evaporation rates and this ﬂooding
phenomenon is greatly exaggerated by the diffusive model. As discussed previously the
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transition ﬁlm model is capable of accurately modeling any pore size and thus the over/un-
der prediction problems that plague the diffusive model are addressed with the transition
ﬁlm model.
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Figure 4.22: PTL saturation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 70%
RH and 75◦C for the 8.7μm mean pore size with the diffusive evaporation
model
For continuity table 4.5 shows the values of the total mass evaporated and the average of
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Figure 4.23: PTL saturation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 70%
RH and 75◦C for the 8.7μm mean pore size with the transition ﬁlm evapo-
ration model.
the last 20 seconds of simulation (in the case of the diffusive model the last 20 seconds
of simulation prior to the breaching of the gas channel was used) for the occupied volume
and front length curves. These results, as expected, show that the transition ﬁlm model
predicts much higher evaporation rates while the diffusive model is under-predicting the
evaporation rates.
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Table 4.5
Comparison of the liquid water saturation data for the diffusive and
transition ﬁlm models with an 8.7μm mean pore size.
Diffusive Transition Film Transition Film
Model Model at 168s Model
Total Evaporated
Volume 0.75% 0.79% 0.93%
Occupied
Volume 0.418% 0.369% 0.372%
Front
Length 2.44% 1.79% 1.82%
For the moderate temperature and relative humidity simulations in a reduced porosity PTL
the transition ﬁlm model shows clear advantages over diffusive models. The results shown
in table 4.5 are for two different times of the transition ﬁlm simulation as the diffusive
model had percolated into the gas channel at 168 seconds. The transition ﬁlm 168 second
column illustrates the liquid saturation outputs at the time the diffusive model reaches the
gas channel. This is necessary for a direct comparison because at this point total injected
liquid throughout the simulation is the same. An even larger difference between front
length and occupied volumes is noticed between the two models when comparing them at
the same time in the simulation.
To compare the distribution of the liquid phase water, the ratio of occupied volume to front
length is introduced in ﬁgure 4.24. The percent volume to percent front length, or surface
area, shows how distributed the liquid water phase is for each model. A smaller volume to
surface area would mean that the liquid water is more evenly distributed over the PTL, and
as expected the diffusive model appears to be more evenly distributed than the transition
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Figure 4.24: Comparison of the ratio of percent occupied volume to percent
front length, illustrating the distribution of liquid water in the PTL.
ﬁlm model. The reason for this is due to the higher evaporation rates achieved by the
transition ﬁlm model when the liquid water gets isolated in a few pores the evaporation
rates will increase causing the water to retreat to areas of greater liquid water content.
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4.3 Diffusive/Transition Film Model Comparison at 80%
Relative Humidity and 80◦C
The results in the high relative humidity and high temperature simulation are similar to the
previous cases where the changes in morphology are better captured by the transition ﬁlm
model. For this simulation the temperature of the land was set to 80◦C and the relative
humidity was set to 80%. As the relative humidity approaches 100% the two evaporative
models converge, this is expected as the mechanism that is responsible for transporting the
water vapor away from the liquid interface becomes less effective at higher humidities.
(a) Diffusive model percolation at 80% RH and 80◦C with a 9.7μm mean pore size.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model percolation at 80% RH and 80◦C with a 9.7μm mean pore size.
Figure 4.25: Percolation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 80% RH
and 80◦C for the 9.7μm mean pore size. (a) Diffusive evaporation model,
(b) transition ﬁlm evaporation model.
The percolation plots show a similar trend for both the transition ﬁlm and the diffusive
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evaporation models with these operating conditions. The distributions are close as well as
the overall liquid water present. This is expected with the higher relative humidities for the
cell operating conditions.
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Figure 4.26: PTL saturation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 80%
RH and 80◦C for the 9.7μm mean pore size with the diffusive evaporation
model.
Table 4.6 shows the ﬁnal total evaporated volume and the average of the ﬁnal 20 seconds
of simulation. The diffusive model is again over-predicting the evaporation rates because
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Figure 4.27: PTL saturation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 80%
RH and 80◦C for the 9.7μm mean pore size with the transition ﬁlm evapo-
ration model.
though the mean pore size is 9.7 μm the average pore size that has a liquid-air interface that
is greater than 9.7 μm due to the nature of the liquid percolation ﬁlling the largest pores
ﬁrst.
With the smaller mean pore size at 8.7 μm the evaporation rates are again higher for the
transition ﬁlm model however, due to the higher relative humidity in this simulation the
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Table 4.6
Comparison of the liquid water saturation data for the diffusive and
transition ﬁlm models with an 9.7μm mean pore size.
Diffusive Transition Film
Model Model
Total Evaporated
Volume 0.97% 0.90%
Occupied
Volume 0.369% 0.411%
Front
Length 2.01% 2.39%
results are much closer than under the previously examined operating conditions. The
overall effect of evaporation is dampened by the higher humidity in this simulation and the
results reﬂect this. The evaporation models are responsible for transferring the liquid phase
into the vapor phase, but it is the concentration gradients and the vapor phase modeling
that is responsible for transporting the evaporated vapor from the liquid water interface to
the gas channel. With higher relative humidities the concentration gradient is much lower
creating a lower driving force removing the evaporated vapor thus slowing the evaporation
rates for both models. If the relative humidities were to increase to 100% both evaporation
models would be essentially shut off and the pore network model would be only modeling
the liquid percolation through the PTL.
The liquid phase saturation plots (ﬁgures 4.29 and 4.30) show there is less liquid water
present after the simulation in the transition ﬁlm model than found in the diffusive model.
The distribution of the liquid water is also more spread out in the diffusive model, consistent
with the previous simulations.
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(a) Diffusive model percolation at 80% RH and 80◦C with an 8.7μm mean pore size.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model percolation at 80% RH and 80◦C with an 8.7μm mean pore size.
Figure 4.28: Percolation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 80% RH
and 80◦C for the 8.7μm mean pore size. (a) Diffusive evaporation model,
(b) transition ﬁlm evaporation model.
In both of the models, the transition ﬁlm and the diffusive model, for the 80% relative
humidity 70◦C land temperature case the liquid water saturation plots show multiple dips
as the simulation runs. These like in the earlier cases are due to the liquid phase getting
close to the lower relative humidity gas channel. In the gas channel the humidity is constant
which causes sharp gradients in the concentration as the liquid approaches the channel. Un-
der these operating conditions the frequency of the advancement and retraction are higher,
this is because in this simulation the relative humidity is higher than in the earlier simula-
tions. The pore distribution and the location of the liquid phase water also plays a role in
how much and when the advancing ﬂuid will retract. As the liquid phase approaches the gas
channel the concentration gradient may become large enough to increase the evaporation
rates and cause the ﬂuid front to retreat.
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Figure 4.29: PTL saturation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 80%
RH and 80◦C for the 8.7μm mean pore size with the diffusive evaporation
model.
Table 4.7 shows that the evaporation models under investigation here become very close
under the higher humidity operating conditions. The results for this simulation are the
closest of all under consideration. Despite the high humidities the transition ﬁlm model still
predicts evaporation rates more accurately, especially when the pore size varies. Having
this ability in an evaporation model is very important when modeling the phenomenon in
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Figure 4.30: PTL saturation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 80%
RH and 80◦C for the 8.7μm mean pore size with the transition ﬁlm evapo-
ration model.
a fuel cell. The added versatility that the transition ﬁlm model brings to the pore network
model is essential when modeling a PTL, especially one that has a microporous layer as
this layer introduces a large variation in the pore size seen in the modeling domain.
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Table 4.7
Comparison of the liquid water saturation data for the diffusive and
transition ﬁlm models with an 8.7μm mean pore size.
Diffusive Transition Film
Model Model
Total Evaporated
Volume 0.79% 0.80%
Occupied
Volume 0.333% 0.326%
Front
Length 2.10% 2.07%
4.4 Diffusive/Transition Film Model Comparison at 80%
RH and 75◦C With a Microporous Layer
The MPL is added to a fuel cell to reduce losses, improve overall performance and increase
the range of external operating conditions. This is achieved by focusing on the mass trans-
port losses and the water management. Through the use of an MPL the membrane has
better hydration levels and the ﬂooding in the PTL is reduced129,130. Experimentally the
MPL has been show to signiﬁcantly improve the overall PEM fuel cell performance129–134.
Chen and Gao135 have found that at 0.2V the current density produced by a cell with an
MPL is nearly 2 A/cm2 greater than the same cell without an MPL. Many other researchers
have found similar results39,40,136,137.
To examine the effects an MPL has on the water transport through the PTL the distribution
shown in Figure 4.31 was created. This distribution has three major modes, the ﬁrst mode,
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Figure 4.31: Pore size distribution for the MPL simulation. A) Pore size
distribution of the MPL. B) Pore size distribution of the MPL imprefections.
C) Pore size distribution of the PTL
denoted by A in Figure 4.31, is the distribution of the MPL layer. The mean pore size of
the MPL layer was set to be 1.5 μ m which conforms with the experimental results from
Kong et al. 39 and Lee et al. 138. Mode B signiﬁes the cracks and imperfections in the MPL
and is found to be necessary for realistic simulations in the morphology study by Medici
and Allen 113. Without the existence of the imperfections the injection pressure noticed in
the simulations becomes three to four times greater than the experimental results and the
simulated injection pressures for a MPL that has imperfections. Finally mode B is the pore
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size distribution for the PTL and pore size and distribution for this area is identical to the
simulations run previously with the 9.7μm mean pore radius, only the MPL was modeled
at the southern boundary.
Figure 4.32: Modeling domain with MPL in the southern boundary.
The MPL layer used in the simulations can be seen in Figure 4.32 on the southern boundary.
The larger of the imperfections, or cracks can be seen in the middle of the modeling domain
and the other larger imperfections are evenly distributed throughout the domain.
Investigating the percolation plots (Figure 4.33) a very large difference in water distribution
can be seen especially in the case without a MPL (Figure 4.33(a)). The diffusive model has
three liquid ﬁngers all located at the large imperfections in the MPL while the transition
ﬁlm model exhibits three ﬁngers that are quite small in comparison. The drastic differences
in water content is expected from the results shown in the experimental work on MPLs and
can be seen in the liquid phase saturation plots, Figures 4.34 and 4.35.
The liquid water saturation plots, Figures 4.34 and 4.35 show that the transition ﬁlm model
is predicting the liquid water content to be much lower than the diffusive model results.
Part of the reason for this is the role the MPL takes in reducing the liquid waters ability
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(a) Transition ﬁlm model percolation at 80% RH and 70◦C with a 9.7μ m mean pore size and no MPL
(b) Diffusive model percolation at 80% RH and 70◦C with a 9.7μm mean pore size and a MPL.
(c) Transition ﬁlm model percolation at 80% RH and 70◦C with a 9.7μm mean pore size and a MPL.
Figure 4.33: Percolation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 80% RH
and 70◦C for the 9.7μm mean pore size with a MPL. (a) Transition ﬁlm
model with no MPL, (b) diffusive evaporation model with MPL and (c)
transition ﬁlm evaporation model with MPL.
to easily ﬁnd a path through the PTL and restricting the injected water to the imperfection
areas of the MPL. This causes a large portion of the water to enter the PTL from the MPL as
a vapor, and because the amount of liquid water in the PTL is low the vapor concentration
is low allowing for easier transport of the vapor to the gas channel.
The differences in the transition ﬁlm and the diffusive evaporation models has been
throughly examined, for the remainder of this section the transition ﬁlm model will be
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Figure 4.34: PTL saturation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 80%
RH and 80◦C for the 9.7μm mean pore size with the diffusive evaporation
model.
used to examine the differences between the cases with and without the MPL. The 80%
relative humidity and 70◦C simulation has been chosen because the case without the MPL
illustrated issues with ﬂooding of the PTL and the ability of the MPL to reduce ﬂooding is
being explored.
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Figure 4.35: PTL saturation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 80%
RH and 80◦C for the 9.7μm mean pore size with the transition ﬁlm evapo-
ration model.
To examine why there might be such a difference in the percolation plots from the simu-
lation with the MPL to this simulation without a MPL the vapor concentration plots can
be used. These show how the MPL greatly reduces the vapor concentration throughout the
PTL thereby enhancing the evaporation rates of the liquid ﬁngers. Figure 4.36 compares
the vapor concentration results of the transition ﬁlm models for the cases with and without
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MPLs.
(a) Transition ﬁlm model vapor concentration at 80% RH and 70◦C with a 9.7μm mean pore size and no MPL.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model vapor concentration at 80% RH and 70◦C with a 9.7μm mean pore size and a MPL.
Figure 4.36: Percolation of liquid water from the catalyst layer at 80% RH
and 70◦C for the 9.7μm mean pore size with a MPL. (a) without MPL, (b)
with MPL.
The vapor concentration plots have show how the MPL creates a lower average relative
humidity throughout the PTL. Chen et al. 139 has shown that with similar operating temper-
atures the MPL can reduce the overall relative humidity in the PTL by just over 20%. In
this particular case 20% is the maximum difference the models could experience due to the
channel relative humidity which has been set to 80%. The transition ﬁlm model predicts
a difference in average relative humidity through the course of the simulation of 10.4%
which is expected with an 80% relative humidity.
The pressure distribution plots in Figure 4.37 show not only a large difference in maximum
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(a) Transition ﬁlm model pressure distribution at 80% RH and 70◦C with a 9.7μm mean pore size and no
MPL.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model pressure distribution at 80% RH and 70◦C with a 9.7μm mean pore size and a MPL.
Figure 4.37: Pressure distribution at 80% RH and 70◦C for the 9.7μm mean
pore size with a MPL. (a) without MPL (b) with MPL.
pressure but also how the pressure is distributed. For the case with the MPL the pressure
builds up all along the MPL and is signiﬁcantly lower in the percolating ﬂuid ﬁngers.
On the contrast the simulation without a MPL has an almost evenly distributed pressure
throughout the liquid phase.
4.5 Summary
A phenomenological model for evaporating transition ﬁlms was implemented into a pore
network model simulating two-phase ﬂow with evaporation. This transition ﬁlm model has
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been shown to capture the effects of a varying pore size, effects that are not considered
in the industry standard diffusive evaporation models. The simulations tested were for
several different fuel cell operating conditions with two different pore distributions both
with different mean pore sizes. The data presented herein was for three operating conditions
that were chosen to demonstrate a wide range of conditions that would be seen in a fuel cell
and show the differences between the two modeling approaches at these conditions. The
range selected also illustrated how the transition ﬁlm and diffusive models converge as the
relative humidities become closer to saturation.
The transition ﬁlm modeling approach incorporates contact line length and contact angle,
both of which have proven to be large factors in determining the evaporation rates. Varying
pore size and contact angles changes the curvature of the transition ﬁlm region which in
turn directly affects the evaporation rates. The morphology of the PTL yields a very large
contact line area to volume ratio and because evaporation from the transition ﬁlm region
at temperatures below boiling is the primary location of phase change, this is an important
inclusion in modeling evaporation in porous media. With this model contact line area, con-
tact angle and transition ﬁlm evaporation have been included into a half-cell cathode-side
fuel cell model for the ﬁrst time.
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Chapter 5
Membrane Permeability
PEM fuel cells typically utilize a perﬂuorinated polymer membrane, which is responsible
for the conduction of protons and the insulation of both electrons and diatomic hydrogen
cross-over. The polymer membrane in a PEMFC needs to be fully hydrated to effectively
achieve these responsibilities. The process of hydration is referred to as water uptake, and
the level of hydration during operation is important to the life of the PEM2,140–142. The
length of time a membrane requires to reach a “fully saturated” state varies depending on
many variables, including the phase of the water in contact with the membrane which is
known as Schröder’s paradox143,144. In recent work there has been conﬂicting results on
Schröder’s paradox, and whether or not it affects the PEM ionomer143–148.
To ensure the possible effects of Schröder’s paradox are accounted for Zawodzinski Jr
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et al. 149 allowed 10 days of water vapor exposure at 30◦C for their membranes to reach
equilibrium, however it was mentioned that between day 5 and day 10 very little change
was recorded149. When the membrane reaches the fully saturated state the membranes
properties are considered to be constant when in contact with water.
Many cell and stack level models use this constant property assumption for the permeability
of the ionomer42,150. Costamagna150 derives their hydraulic permeability constant from
Darcy’s law in a formulation that was ﬁrst used in Fales et al. 151. Weber and Newman42
also assume a constant hydraulic permeability, here the value is chosen as an average of
values that have been cited in the literature. Although the cited permeability values range
several orders of magnitude they found that 4.7×10−15 cm2 best matched the experimental
results with the simulation42.
Adachi et al. 152 tested Naﬁon NR-211 pretreated as prescribed by DuPont and as received,
in the protonic (H+) state. It was found that not only is the permeability not affected by
the pretreated state of the membrane, but also that the liquid equilibrated, liquid-liquid
permeability coefﬁcients are by far the largest permeation modes152.
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5.1 Experiment
An experiment was designed to test the permeability of Naﬁon membranes as a function
of both temperature and hydraulic pressure. A U-Tube conﬁguration was built to apply a
hydrostatic pressure head across the membrane with external heating lamps to increase the
temperature of the entire system. The temperature can be ranged from room temperature to
80◦C while the pressure can be adjusted from Δp= 0 kPa to Δp= 10.6 kPa for deionized
water and Δp= 19.4 kPa for 3M Fluorinert FC-3283.
5.1.1 Membrane and ﬂuids tested
The material under investigation was Naﬁon NR-211 and its permeability was tested with
deionized water and 3M’s Fluorinert (FC-3238). NR-211 is a chemically stabilized per-
ﬂuorosulfonic acid / polytetraﬂuoroethylene (PTFE) copolymer which in these studies is
tested as received, in the H+ state. Adachi et al. 152 showed that the permeability of the
Naﬁon membrane is identical in the H+ state as it is after undergoing the standard pre-
treatment152. The nominal thickness of the NR-211 membrane is 25.4 μm at 23◦C and
50% RH. Although only a single thickness of the Naﬁon membrane is tested, Majsztrik
et al. 153 report that the permeation rates of water through Naﬁon are independent of the
thickness of the membrane.
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The tests involving water were run using deionized water with a resistivity of> 20 MΩ ·cm.
The deionized water was used to equilibrate the Naﬁon membrane for a period of 14 days
at room temperature prior to testing to ensure full hydration.
5.1.2 Testing apparatus
A system was designed to test the permeability of a perﬂuorosulfonic acid based polymer
electrolyte membrane (PEM) by applying a hydraulic pressure gradient at various temper-
atures. A schematic of the experimental setup can be seen in Figure 5.1. The two arms
of the U-tube containing the testing ﬂuid are separated by a 3.85 cm diameter sample of
Naﬁon NR-211 membrane. This system is closed to the atmosphere and the experiments
are run with the gas phase at atmospheric pressure. This is done by connecting a small tube
to each arm of the U-tube apparatus. The purpose for closing this system is to minimize
the mass loss that could be caused by evaporation of the working ﬂuid to the environment.
To create the hydrostatic pressure head the liquid columns are set at different heights. The
high pressure side has a 1 meter column of liquid which is used to drive the permeation
through the membrane. Due to the height limitations the pressures are relatively low and
there is no need for a backing to support the membrane. To change the temperature in this
system there is an array of external heaters which heat the entire system during operation
which is monitored through the use of 10 K-type thermocouples placed throughout the
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the experimental apparatus used to test membrane
permeability
system.
5.2 Uncertainty Management
The membrane permeability testing apparatus is remarkably simple, it is in its simplicity
that several uncertainties may arise that must be accounted for. The correction factors
applied are done so to account for a change in height on the low side of the apparatus as
this is where the imaging is done. The Nikon D1X is positioned at the low side meniscus
and images the height as the testing progresses.
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5.2.1 Height Correction
Throughout a test run the temperature varies slightly, this variation in temperature can
cause the amount of thermal expansion of the ﬂuid being tested to change. The temperature
ﬂuctuations are typically only a few degrees centigrade however because the permeabilities
are low the thermal expansion of the ﬂuid can skew the results. To account for the thermal
expansion the apparatus has been ﬁtted with seven K-type Omega thermal couples spaced
close near the membrane manifold and further apart near the high side meniscus.
To determine the change in volume from the thermal expansion equation 5.1 is used.
ΔV = βV0ΔT (5.1)
Here ΔV is the change in volume, ΔV0 is the initial volume before the temperature change,
ΔT is the change in temperature and β is the thermal expansion coefﬁcient. For water the
value for β is not constant for all temperatures and a look-up table is used to determine the
thermal expansion for water. With the expanded volume and the dimensions of the U-tube
the change in measured height can be determined.
The drawn glass U-tube has some variability in the inner diameter, this variation was tested
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Table 5.1
Thermal expansion of water and FC-3283 used in the temperature
correction
Thermal Expansion (β )
Fluid (10−6K−1)
Water (20◦C) 207
Water (80◦C) 640
FC-3283 1300
and applied to the volume calculation for the permeability. To measure the inner diameter
ﬂuid was injected using a syringe, the remaining ﬂuid in the syringe was weighed. From
this, the volume of injected ﬂuid could be calculated resulting in an accurate mapping of
the inner tube diameter. The volume changes due to the variability of inner diameter are
then applied through the velocity term in the permeability equation (Equation 5.2).
Finally, due to the length of the experiments at lower temperatures a correction has to be
made for the small amount of ﬂuid that escapes through the seals of the closed system. This
was done by monitoring the levels of ﬂuid in both arms over an extended period of time for
multiple temperature conditions to determine the rate of leakage. A correlation was then
made to accommodate for the escaped ﬂuid.
The permeability of the membrane can be calculated using Equation 5.2. The permeability
is calculated using Darcy’s Law.
κm = v
μΔx
Δp
(5.2)
where κm is the permeability of the membrane, v is the superﬁcial ﬂuid velocity through
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the medium, μ is the ﬂuids dynamic viscosity, Δx is the thickness of the membrane and Δp
is the pressure applied across the membrane.
Applying the correction factors to the permeability equation 5.2 becomes
κm =
(
v+ vloss+ vexp
) μΔx
Δp
(5.3)
where vloss is the reduction in measured ﬂuid velocity due to the mass loss from the system
and vexp is the change in measured velocity due to the thermal expansion of the ﬂuid. To
calculate the velocity adjusted for varying U-tube radius
v=
ΔV
πr(x)2Δt
(5.4)
where ΔV is the volume of ﬂuid that permeates through the membrane over a time step, r(x)
is the variability in the U-tube radius as a function of position and Δt is the time between
measurements.
5.3 Data Processing
The height data was recorded by imaging the meniscus at a set time interval. Each image
was then post processed in an automated Matlab program to determine the height of the
meniscus for each image. Figure 5.2 demonstrates a typical image that is used for this
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processing. To determine the temperature and the meniscus height the Matlab software has
Figure 5.2: Image from a FC-3283 permeability test currently at 67◦C
been developed to average the image background data and analyze only the areas that have
changed from image to image. The software then scans the pixels inside the U-tube or
thermometer for the interface of either the ﬂuid permeating through the membrane or the
alcohol from the thermometer. This algorithm is capable of detecting either the meniscus
or the temperature even in cases where the path of the ﬂuid may be obstructed by reﬂecting
lights from the heating system or the graduations from the thermometer. This is possible
due to the averaging of a range of images before and after the current image to subtract
the background image and anything that is constant between images, such as graduations
or reﬂections. Since this whole process is automated the only user input is the calibration
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of the thermometer and the height, this is made very simple as well as the user only needs
to click a pixel with in the graduation and the center point is automatically calculated to
ensure that the pixel a user selects does not vary from case to case.
5.4 Results and Discussion
The permeabilities of the deionized water and FC-3283 through Naﬁon NR-211 are given
in table 5.2 for a range of temperatures. It can be seen that a correlation between tempera-
ture and permeability exists, more importantly though with FC-3283 the permeation ceases
below 58◦C. When processing the image data slight variations occur from the condensing
vapor and evaporating meniscus that cause the height readings to sometimes be negative.
This is not desirable as this would make the permeability for this step to be negative. To
account for this a curve is ﬁt to the height data and the residuals are logged. The perme-
abilities are then calculated from the ﬁtted curve and the height residuals are converted to
permeabilities and added back in, resulting in a permeability curve on the log scale.
5.4.1 Deionized Water Results
The water permeability tests for Naﬁon NR-211 in the protonic state were performed with
high quality deionized water (R> 20MΩ ·cm) over a range of temperatures likely to be seen
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Table 5.2
Permeabilities of Naﬁon NR-211 for FC-3283 and deionized at various
temperatures.
Fluid Temperature Permeability
(◦C) (cm2)
DI Water 78.25 1.884×10−13
DI Water 69.75 1.353×10−13
DI Water 47.50 2.307×10−15
DI Water 23.50 2.173×10−15
FC-3283 68.50 4.306×10−15
FC-3283 63.25 2.080×10−15
FC-3283 61.25 8.869×10−16
FC-3283 59.50 6.226×10−16
FC-3283 < 58 0.00
in typical PEM fuel cell operation. Along with a dependence to temperature it can also be
seen in ﬁgure 5.3 that the permeability of the Naﬁon membrane has a dependence to the
time of exposure to the ﬂuid. When this testing begins the membrane is in the protonic state
and has not been exposed to the DI water until loaded into the testing apparatus. Some of
the scatter noticed in the data can be attributed to the evaporation/condensation processes
taking place near the ﬂuid interface, the accuracy of the scale and the limitations brought
on by the size of a pixel in the interface tracking images. For these tests the pixel size was
however smaller than the accuracy of the scale. The effects of these inaccuracies can be
seen as the permeability becomes smaller thus creating a larger scattering of the data and
conﬁdence intervals.
To examine how temperature affects the permeability of the Naﬁon membrane an experi-
ment was run where the deionized water would permeate at room temperature through the
membrane until the permeation stops. The heating lamps were then turned on allowing for
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Figure 5.3: Permeability of Naﬁon NR-211 with 20MΩ · cm deionized wa-
ter tested at 69.75◦C.
the system to heat up. Figure 5.4 illustrates the displacement of deionized water through
the Naﬁon membrane plotted along with the temperature of the system. When the heating
lamps were started at 2170 minutes a sudden increase in permeability caused the height of
the meniscus to rise. After a relatively short period of time the system equilibrated to a
new, slightly higher permeability than existed at room temperature.
Figure 5.5 shows a similar trend to the experiment run at 58◦C however, a signiﬁcantly
larger increase in overall displacement is noticed. The permeability is proportional to the
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Figure 5.4: Deionized water displacement results starting at room temper-
ature then at 2170 minutes increasing the temperature to 58◦C.
slope of the displacement curves and a signiﬁcant change in slope is noticed after the sys-
tem temperature reaches a steady state. The change in permeabilities between the room
temperature and 80◦C points on the curve are several orders of magnitude in difference.
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Figure 5.5: Deionized water displacement results starting at room temper-
ature then at 1185 minutes increasing the temperature to 80◦C.
5.4.2 3M Fluorinert FC-3283 Results
The ﬂuid tested, FC-3283 is an electronic liquid that is clear, colorless, thermally and chem-
ically stable, non-polar and fully-ﬂuorinated. The liquid state range for this ﬂuid is from
−50◦C to 128◦C at standard atmospheric pressure and temperature. FC-3283 is derived
from a single compound making its composition stable thus keeping the transport prop-
erties constant over time. FC-3283 was also tested for its compatibility with the Naﬁon
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Table 5.3
Fluid properties of 3M Fluorinert FC-3283.
Properties FC-3283
Molecular Weight 521 kg/kmol
Vapor Pressure 1.44 ×103
Liquid Density 1820 kg/m3
Kinematic Viscosity 0.75 cSt
Absolute Viscosity 1.4 cP
Coefﬁcient of Expansion 0.0014 ◦C−1
Solubility in Water < 5 ppm
membrane for possible changes in structure and state. A Naﬁon NR-211 sample was sub-
merged in FC-3283 and massed daily for the ﬁrst week, then weekly for the next month.
These tests showed that the Naﬁon did not uptake any amount of the FC-3283, nor did it ex-
hibit any visible degradation. The FC-3283 was selected because it is a non-polar ﬂuid and
with the exception of density its properties are similar to those of water without the uptake
and the possibility of Schröder’s paradox. By testing both deionized water and FC-3283 the
ionic interaction between the ﬂuid and the membrane can be examined. The water uptake
times and the time scale for the Naﬁon membrane to reach a constant permeability are in
close proximity. It is that prompted the permeability testing of FC-3283, without a water
uptake the effects of the uptake rates may have on the permeability of the membrane will
be eliminated.
The permeability of FC-3283 through Naﬁon NR-211 was tested for a range of tempera-
tures (22◦C− 63◦C). The testing began at room temperature and was gradually increased
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Figure 5.6: Permeability of Naﬁon NR-211 with 3M Fluorinert FC-3283
tested at 61.25◦C.
until reaching approximately 63◦C. It was found that at temperatures below 58◦C the mem-
brane was completely impermeable to FC-3283, while above 58◦C yielded average perme-
abilities a few orders of magnitude less than that of deionized water.
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5.5 Summary
It has been shown that there are some anomalies in the behavior of the membrane when in
contact with a liquid. As time passes the permeability of the Naﬁon NRE-211 membrane
reduces, and in some cases comes to a complete stop. For the lower temperature cases the
permeability of the membrane is greatly reduced and in the cases with the FC-3283 the
membrane becomes impermeable.
There is a deﬁnite temperature dependence to the permeability of the Naﬁon membrane. A
temperature exists near 60◦C at which a signiﬁcant change in how the Naﬁon membranes
transport ﬂuids. This is important to understand as the typical operating temperatures seen
within a PEM fuel cell are greater than 60◦C.
The FC-3283 testing has shown that the change in permeability over time is not a function
of the water uptake, or the water uptake rates. The initial hypothesis was that due to the
similar times required for water uptake and the membrane permeability to reach a constant
value the permeability was a function of the membranes water uptake. Since the FC-3283
and the deionized water exhibited similar order of magnitude reductions in permeability as
the experiment elapsed the permeability is not a function of water uptake.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations
The inclusion of the transition ﬁlm evaporation model to the pore network model increases
the ability to predict evaporation rates and thus the distribution of liquid water in the PTL.
These results can be used to gain a better understanding of mechanisms responsible for liq-
uid water and water vapor transport through the PTL. The model presented in this work can
be used to develop better water management strategies. For example, with the improved
ability to model evaporation in a large range of pore sizes the effects of an MPL on liquid
water distribution and saturation can be more closely examined. The high clamping pres-
sures and general manufacturing processes used in building a PEM fuel cell stack lead to
inevitable defects in the PTL (including the MPL) and these effects can now be explored.
The simulations that have been presented in this research have shown the strength of the
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transition ﬁlm evaporation model over the diffusive approach. As the pore size changes
the diffusive models tend to lose accuracy while the transition ﬁlm model can account for
these variations. The improved accuracies however have come at a slight expense of the
computational time, which have increased to approximately one hour depending on the
operating parameters being simulated (more liquid water leads to a greater computational
time).
The experiments performed in this research were done to measure and validate the evap-
oration rates produced by the transition ﬁlm model with a non-zero contact angle. These
were performed on a contact angle measurement setup with Köhler illumination, humid-
ity control and a heated substrate. The images of the drop proﬁle were obtained using a
microscope, then processed using an ADPA software. These experiments verify that the
transition ﬁlm model is capable of predicting evaporation rates at varying contact angles,
temperatures and pore radii with great accuracy.
6.1 Recommendations
The modeling efforts and concepts presented herein are still in the developmental stages
and there are areas that are beyond the scope of this research that could be improved to
better simulate the complex water transport in porous media. This section will include
some ideas on how to improve some of the results generated by this model. This research
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was presented with the modeling of a PEM fuel cell in mind however, the concepts and
phenomenon modeled here cover a broad spectrum of microﬂuidics applications such as
drug delivery, pharmaceutical development, ﬂuid transport in soil and aggregates as well
as any applications of ﬂuids in a porous material. The following is a list of ideas and
areas of focus that could improve this model for applications in any of the aforementioned
disciplines:
• Condensation is currently not included in the model presented in this research. To
include condensation the interface temperature from the transition ﬁlm model and the
vapor saturation from the pore network model can be used along with the air-water
vapor psychrometrics to determine condensation rates in each pore.
• Thermal contact resistance could be implemented into this model by applying a prob-
ability distribution function to the contact resistance at each pore and adding a resis-
tive element to the thermal circuit as shown in ﬁgure 6.1. This would allow for the
use of a single ﬁber conductivity for Rs as opposed to the current bulk PTL conduc-
tivity. The effects of the many ﬁbers intersecting at a given pore would be captured
within the probability distribution function that is applied to the Rc thermal resis-
tance, much like how the pore radius distribution function captures the effects of
varying pore lengths.
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Figure 6.1: Thermal resistance model including ﬁber contact resistances.
• An oxygen diffusivity model should be implemented in order to obtain a more realis-
tic reaction rate proﬁle along the catalyst layer. This is a difﬁcult parameter to include
as the ability for oxygen to reach the catalyst layer depends on vapor saturation, the
location of the liquid, the tortuosity of the available path and the temperature. By
including this the reaction rates would slow in areas that are starved of oxygen af-
fecting the reaction rates thereby changing the thermal gradients and liquid water
generation.
• The inclusion of water generation from the membrane by electro-osmotic drag can be
included as a source term at the catalyst layer at each pore. This source term would
be dependent on the reaction rates and could be included once the oxygen diffusivity
model is implemented.
• Simulate the effects of differing anode and cathode pressures to examine how these
operating parameters affect the liquid water distribution in the cathode PTL. The
model is currently capable of such a study, this can be done by modifying the cathode
gas channels pressure.
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• Adapt the disjoining pressure and interfacial temperature terms of the transition ﬁlm
model to accept a contact angle of greater than 90◦. This would create a more robust
model to account for hydrophobic and hydrophilic pores.
• Modify the current temperature boundary condition along the channel area to account
for the convective air ﬂows that occur from the air supply.
• Adjust the PTL morphology to include the MPL and simulate the resulting perco-
lation with evaporation. The domain could also be easily expanded to simulate a
three-dimensional PTL domain.
Many of the recommendations listed above would greatly improve the models ability to
predict the water liquid and vapor distributions. These increased accuracies would how-
ever come at a great cost of computational efﬁciency especially when applied to a three-
dimensional model. The computational time would be increased by a factor for every
25 μm modeled in the with-channel axis.
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Appendix A
Transition Film Pore Network Model
Results
In this chapter the distribution results from the transition ﬁlm pore network model can
be found. The cases tested have a relative humidity range of 60% to 90% and a land
temperature boundary condition ranging from 70◦C to 80◦C. The sections are grouped
by the land temperature for the varying relative humidity cases and are arranged in order
of increasing relative humidity. All of the results presented in the appendices are for the
9.7μm mean pore size PTL as explained in Chapter 4. Each of the distributions shown
in this chapter are at the end of the simulation, so in the cases where the gas channel is
breached by the liquid ﬁnger the distribution shown is for the time of the breach, all other
cases are at the end of simulation time, 200 seconds.
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A.1 70◦C Land Temperature Results
A.1.1 Drainage
(a) Transition ﬁlm model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model 70◦C land temperature and a 70% relative humidity.
(c) Transition ﬁlm model 70◦C land temperature and a 80% relative humidity.
(d) Transition ﬁlm model 70◦C land temperature and a 90% relative humidity.
Figure A.1: Drainage simulations for the transition ﬁlm model taken at
70◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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A.1.2 Pressure Distribution
(a) Transition ﬁlm model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model 70◦C land temperature and a 70% relative humidity.
(c) Transition ﬁlm model 70◦C land temperature and a 80% relative humidity.
(d) Transition ﬁlm model 70◦C land temperature and a 90% relative humidity.
Figure A.2: Pressure distribution simulations for the transition ﬁlm model
taken at 70◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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A.1.3 Temperature Distribution
(a) Transition ﬁlm model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(c) Transition ﬁlm model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(d) Transition ﬁlm model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
Figure A.3: Temperature distribution simulations for the transition ﬁlm
model taken at 70◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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A.1.4 Vapor Concentration Distribution
(a) Transition ﬁlm model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(c) Transition ﬁlm model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(d) Transition ﬁlm model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
Figure A.4: Vapor concentration distribution simulations for the transition
ﬁlm model taken at 70◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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A.2 75◦C Land Temperature Results
A.2.1 Drainage
(a) Transition ﬁlm model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model 75◦C land temperature and a 70% relative humidity.
(c) Transition ﬁlm model 75◦C land temperature and a 80% relative humidity.
(d) Transition ﬁlm model 75◦C land temperature and a 90% relative humidity.
Figure A.5: Drainage simulations for the transition ﬁlm model taken at
75◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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A.2.2 Pressure Distribution
(a) Transition ﬁlm model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model 75◦C land temperature and a 70% relative humidity.
(c) Transition ﬁlm model 75◦C land temperature and a 80% relative humidity.
(d) Transition ﬁlm model 75◦C land temperature and a 90% relative humidity.
Figure A.6: Pressure distribution simulations for the transition ﬁlm model
taken at 75◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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A.2.3 Temperature Distribution
(a) Transition ﬁlm model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(c) Transition ﬁlm model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(d) Transition ﬁlm model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
Figure A.7: Temperature distribution simulations for the transition ﬁlm
model taken at 75◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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A.2.4 Vapor Concentration Distribution
(a) Transition ﬁlm model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(c) Transition ﬁlm model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(d) Transition ﬁlm model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
Figure A.8: Vapor concentration distribution simulations for the transition
ﬁlm model taken at 75◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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A.3 80◦C Land Temperature Results
A.3.1 Drainage
(a) Transition ﬁlm model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model 80◦C land temperature and a 70% relative humidity.
(c) Transition ﬁlm model 80◦C land temperature and a 80% relative humidity.
(d) Transition ﬁlm model 80◦C land temperature and a 90% relative humidity.
Figure A.9: Drainage simulations for the transition ﬁlm model taken at
80◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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A.3.2 Pressure Distribution
(a) Transition ﬁlm model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model 80◦C land temperature and a 70% relative humidity.
(c) Transition ﬁlm model 80◦C land temperature and a 80% relative humidity.
(d) Transition ﬁlm model 80◦C land temperature and a 90% relative humidity.
Figure A.10: Pressure distribution simulations for the transition ﬁlm model
taken at 80◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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A.3.3 Temperature Distribution
(a) Transition ﬁlm model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(c) Transition ﬁlm model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(d) Transition ﬁlm model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
Figure A.11: Temperature distribution simulations for the transition ﬁlm
model taken at 80◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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A.3.4 Vapor Concentration Distribution
(a) Transition ﬁlm model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Transition ﬁlm model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(c) Transition ﬁlm model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(d) Transition ﬁlm model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
Figure A.12: Vapor concentration distribution simulations for the transition
ﬁlm model taken at 80◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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Appendix B
Diffusive Pore Network Model Results
In this chapter the distribution results from the diffusive pore network model can be found.
The cases tested have a relative humidity range of 60% to 90% and a land temperature
boundary condition ranging from 70◦C to 80◦C. The sections are grouped by the land
temperature for the varying relative humidity cases and are arranged in order of increasing
relative humidity. All of the results presented in the appendices are for the 9.7μm mean
pore size PTL as explained in Chapter 4. Each of the distributions shown in this chapter
are at the end of the simulation, so in the cases where the gas channel is breached by the
liquid ﬁnger the distribution shown is for the time of the breach, all other cases are at the
end of simulation time, 200 seconds.
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B.1 70◦C Land Temperature Results
B.1.1 Drainage
(a) Diffusive model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Diffusive model 70◦C land temperature and a 70% relative humidity.
(c) Diffusive model 70◦C land temperature and a 80% relative humidity.
(d) Diffusive model 70◦C land temperature and a 90% relative humidity.
Figure B.1: Drainage simulations for the diffusive model taken at 70◦C
land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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B.1.2 Pressure Distribution
(a) Diffusive model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Diffusive model 70◦C land temperature and a 70% relative humidity.
(c) Diffusive model 70◦C land temperature and a 80% relative humidity.
(d) Diffusive model 70◦C land temperature and a 90% relative humidity.
Figure B.2: Pressure distribution simulations for the diffusive model taken
at 70◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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B.1.3 Temperature Distribution
(a) Diffusive model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Diffusive model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(c) Diffusive model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(d) Diffusive model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
Figure B.3: Temperature distribution simulations for the diffusive model
taken at 70◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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B.1.4 Vapor Concentration Distribution
(a) Diffusive model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Diffusive model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(c) Diffusive model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(d) Diffusive model 70◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
Figure B.4: Vapor concentration distribution simulations for the diffusive
model taken at 70◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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B.2 75◦C Land Temperature Results
B.2.1 Drainage
(a) Diffusive model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Diffusive model 75◦C land temperature and a 70% relative humidity.
(c) Diffusive model 75◦C land temperature and a 80% relative humidity.
(d) Diffusive model 75◦C land temperature and a 90% relative humidity.
Figure B.5: Drainage simulations for the diffusive model taken at 75◦C
land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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B.2.2 Pressure Distribution
(a) Diffusive model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Diffusive model 75◦C land temperature and a 70% relative humidity.
(c) Diffusive model 75◦C land temperature and a 80% relative humidity.
(d) Diffusive model 75◦C land temperature and a 90% relative humidity.
Figure B.6: Pressure distribution simulations for the diffusive model taken
at 75◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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B.2.3 Temperature Distribution
(a) Diffusive model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Diffusive model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(c) Diffusive model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(d) Diffusive model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
Figure B.7: Temperature distribution simulations for the diffusive model
taken at 75◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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B.2.4 Vapor Concentration Distribution
(a) Diffusive model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Diffusive model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(c) Diffusive model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(d) Diffusive model 75◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
Figure B.8: Vapor concentration distribution simulations for the diffusive
model taken at 75◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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B.3 80◦C Land Temperature Results
B.3.1 Drainage
(a) Diffusive model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Diffusive model 80◦C land temperature and a 70% relative humidity.
(c) Diffusive model 80◦C land temperature and a 80% relative humidity.
(d) Diffusive model 80◦C land temperature and a 90% relative humidity.
Figure B.9: Drainage simulations for the diffusive model taken at 80◦C
land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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B.3.2 Pressure Distribution
(a) Diffusive model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Diffusive model 80◦C land temperature and a 70% relative humidity.
(c) Diffusive model 80◦C land temperature and a 80% relative humidity.
(d) Diffusive model 80◦C land temperature and a 90% relative humidity.
Figure B.10: Pressure distribution simulations for the diffusive model taken
at 80◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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B.3.3 Temperature Distribution
(a) Diffusive model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Diffusive model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(c) Diffusive model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(d) Diffusive model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
Figure B.11: Temperature distribution simulations for the diffusive model
taken at 80◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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B.3.4 Vapor Concentration Distribution
(a) Diffusive model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(b) Diffusive model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(c) Diffusive model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
(d) Diffusive model 80◦C land temperature and a 60% relative humidity.
Figure B.12: Vapor concentration distribution simulations for the diffusive
model taken at 80◦C land temperature and varying relative humidity.
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Appendix C
Pore Evaporation Subroutine
SUBROUTINE PORE_EVAP(R0,Tw)
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
!∗ ∗!
!∗ Pore Evaporation Model ∗!
5 !∗ ∗!
!∗ Written by: David L. Fritz ∗!
!∗ Contact : dlfritz@mtu .edu ∗!
!∗ ∗!
!∗ Michigan Technological University ∗!
10 !∗ 1400 Townsend Drive ∗!
!∗ Houghton, Michigan ∗!
!∗ 49931 ∗!
!∗==============================================================∗!
!∗ VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: ∗!
15 !∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗!
!∗ ∗!
!∗ h −> Thickness of the ﬁlm proﬁle in meters , the ∗!
!∗ initial condition for this must be perturbed ∗!
!∗ from the adsorbed ﬁlm thickness to keep from ∗!
20 !∗ a pure trivial solution . ∗!
!∗ hx −> Slope of the ﬁlm thickness or the ﬁrst deri−∗!
!∗ vative of the ﬁlm thickness . When setting in−∗!
!∗ itial conditions this initial value must be ∗!
!∗ perturbed in order to keep from solving for ∗!
25 !∗ the trivial solution of a constant ﬁlm thick−∗!
!∗ ness . The selection of this parameter is very ∗!
!∗ sensitive to the convergence of the ﬁlm thic−∗!
!∗ kness ODEs. A trial and error method must be ∗!
!∗ employed. ∗!
30 !∗ hxx −> Second derivative of the ﬁlm thickness the ∗!
!∗ initial condition is set as 0 in this subrout−∗!
!∗ ine and is not adjustable in the accompanying ∗!
215
!∗ VARS.dat ﬁle . ∗!
!∗ hxxx −> Third derivative of the ﬁlm thickness , the ∗!
35 !∗ initial condition is set as 0 in this subrout−∗!
!∗ ine and is not adjustable in the accompanying ∗!
!∗ VARS.dat ﬁle . ∗!
!∗ Ti −> Liquid−vapor interface temperature , this value∗!
!∗ is greatly affected by the evaporation rate of∗!
40 !∗ the ﬂuid . ∗!
!∗ DP −> Disjoining pressure which is caused by the mo−∗!
!∗ lecular forces in transition ﬁlms . The two ﬁtting ∗!
!∗ parameters alpha and beta in the formulation ∗!
!∗ are currently set to water on quartz . These ∗!
45 !∗ will need to be adjusted to appropriate values∗!
!∗ for a non−wetting system. The values alpha and∗!
!∗ beta are adjustable in the VARS.dat ﬁle . ∗!
!∗ ∗!
!∗==============================================================∗!
50 !∗ ∗!
!∗ CONSTANTS: ∗!
!∗ −−−−−−−−−− ∗!
!∗ ∗!
!∗ Rg −> The Speciﬁc Gas Constant (J /( kgK)) ∗!
55 !∗ rhol −> Liquid density (kg/m^3) adjusted to the inter−∗!
!∗ face temperature , updated every iteration . Fl−∗!
!∗ uid data taken from webbook.nist .gov ∗!
!∗ Tv −> Vapor temperature set in the VARS.dat input ∗!
!∗ ﬁle . ∗!
60 !∗ DT0 −> Superheat condition , this is the temperature ∗!
!∗ difference between the wall and the vapor ∗!
!∗ Tw −> Wall temperature , this value is calculated fr−∗!
!∗ om the vapor temperature (Tv) given in the ∗!
!∗ VARS.dat input ﬁle and the Superheat (DT0) ∗!
65 !∗ condition also speciﬁed in VARS.dat. ∗!
!∗ ∗!
!∗==============================================================∗!
!∗ ∗!
!∗ INPUTS: ∗!
70 !∗ −−−−−−− ∗!
!∗ ∗!
!∗ R0 −> Pore radius (m), currently input through dum− ∗!
!∗ my main program however upon completion this ∗!
!∗ will be an input for the subroutine from the ∗!
75 !∗ Porous Network Model. ∗!
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
IMPLICIT NONE
EXTERNAL :: FEX
80 DOUBLE PRECISION, &
ALLOCATABLE, &
DIMENSION (:) :: h, hx, hxx, hxxx, Ti , DP, x, y, mdot, K, &
Pl , dpdx, dpidx, dTdx, sig , work, xout
216
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Rg, R0, rhol , alp , bet , gam, c1, c2, &
85 c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, c8, Tw, Tv, a , b, kl , &
M, R, Pv, hfg , nul , mul, rho1, rho2, &
rho3, mu1, mu2, mu3, mu4, DT0, aerr , &
rerr , sig1 , ph, phx, Vl, th , Pc, Psv1, &
Psv2, Psv, hnew, hold , h1, h2, dh, acc , &
90 hﬁn , F1, stp , dTx, dpx, dpix , dsdx, &
lamda, ds , xold , xnew, dom
COMMON hﬁn
DOUBLE PRECISION, &
PARAMETER :: pi=4.D0∗DATAN(1.D0)
95 INTEGER, &
ALLOCATABLE, &
DIMENSION (:) :: iwork
INTEGER :: res , i , j , neqn, iﬂag
CHARACTER (LEN=100) :: TITLE
100
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
!∗ ∗!
!∗ Initialization /Reading of the VARS.dat input ﬁle . ∗!
105 !∗ ∗!
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
OPEN(unit=13,ﬁle="VARS.dat")
REWIND 13
110
READ(13,∗)
READ(13,∗)
READ(13,∗) TITLE
115 READ(13,∗)
READ(13,∗)
READ(13,∗) M, rho1, rho2, rho3
READ(13,∗)
120 READ(13,∗)
READ(13,∗) mu1, mu2, mu3, mu4
READ(13,∗)
READ(13,∗)
125 READ(13,∗) Psv1, Psv2, acc
READ(13,∗)
READ(13,∗)
READ(13,∗) sig1, gam, th
130
READ(13,∗)
READ(13,∗)
READ(13,∗) DT0, kl, hfg
217
135 READ(13,∗)
READ(13,∗)
READ(13,∗) ph, phx, hold
READ(13,∗)
140 READ(13,∗)
READ(13,∗) alp, bet
READ(13,∗)
READ(13,∗)
145 READ(13,∗) res, dom, aerr , rerr
CLOSE(13)
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
150 !∗ ∗!
!∗ Pre−allocating space for the vectorized variables that ∗!
!∗ will be updated each iterative step in the X domain. ∗!
!∗ The length of these variables is determined by the res∗!
!∗ variable in the VARS.dat input ﬁle . ∗!
155 !∗ ∗!
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
ALLOCATE (h(res), hx(res), hxx(res ) , hxxx(res) , Ti( res ) , DP(res))
ALLOCATE (x(res), mdot(res), K(res) , Pl( res ) , dpdx(res) , sig ( res ) )
160 ALLOCATE (dpidx(res), dTdx(res), y(3) , work(21), iwork(5) )
ALLOCATE (xout(res))
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
165 !∗ ∗!
!∗ Initialization of the non−adjustable constants ∗!
!∗ ∗!
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
170 R = 8.3144621D0 !∗ Universal Gas Constant (J /(molK))..
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
!∗ ∗!
175 !∗ Initial Conditions for the ODE solver ∗!
!∗ ∗!
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
i = 1 !∗ Initial step .......................
180 neqn = 3 !∗ Number of ODEs to solve for ........
iﬂag = −1 !∗ RKF45 Solver "Normal" Setting ......
hx(i ) = phx !∗ Slope Film Thickness IC ............
x( i ) = 0.D0 !∗ Starting point of integration ......
xout( i ) = 0.D0
185 hxx(i ) = 0.D0 !∗ 2nd Deriv. Film Thickness IC .......
218
hxxx(i ) = 0.D0 !∗ 3rd Deriv. Film Thickness IC .......
mdot(i) = 0.D0 !∗ Evaporation rate (kg/( s−m^2)) ......
dpdx(i ) = 0.D0 !∗ Initial Pressure Gradient (Pa/m) ...
dpx = dpdx(i ) !∗ FEX Common Var .....................
190 dpidx( i )= 0.D0 !∗ Initial Disjoining Pres Grad (Pa/m)
dpix = dpidx( i ) !∗ FEX Common Var .....................
dTdx(i) = 0.D0 !∗ Temperature Gradient (K/m) .........
dtx = dTdx(i) !∗ FEX Common Var .....................
dsdx = 0.D0 !∗ Surface Tension Gradient (N/m^2) ...
195 lamda = 0.D0
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
!∗ ∗!
!∗ Calculated ﬂuid and substrate constants ∗!
200 !∗ ∗!
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
stp = dom/DBLE(res) !∗ Step size (nm) ...........
Tv = Tw − DT0 !∗ Wall temp (K) ............
205 Ti( i ) = Tw !∗ Interface temp (K) .......
Rg = R/M !∗ Gas Constant (J /( kgK)) ...
rhol = rho1∗Ti( i )∗∗2+rho2∗Ti(i)+rho3 !∗ Liquid Density (kg/m^3)..
Vl = M/rhol !∗ Molar Volume (kmol/m^3)..
sig ( i )= sig1+Ti( i )∗gam !∗ Surface Tension (N/m) ....
210 ds = sig ( i ) !∗ Common Var ...............
Pc = 2.D0∗ds∗DCOS(th)/R0 !∗ Capillary Pressure (Pa) ..
Psv = Psv1∗DEXP(Psv2∗Ti(i)) !∗ Sat Vapor Press (Pa) .....
mul = mu1∗DEXP(mu2∗Ti(i))+ & !∗ Liquid D Visc. (Pa−s) ....
mu3∗DEXP(mu4∗Ti(i))
215 nul = mul/rhol !∗ Liquid K Visc. (m^2/s) ...
CALL NRH(R0,Tw,kl,hfg,Tv,rhol,alp,bet,hold ,ds ,acc ,M,R,Psv, &
Vl,Rg)
220 h( i ) = hﬁn
Pv = Psv∗alp∗h(i )∗∗bet
K(i) = (1.D0/(R0−h(i)))∗(1.D0+hx(i)∗∗2.D0)∗∗(−0.5D0)+hxx(i)∗ &
(1.D0+hx(i)∗∗2.D0)∗∗(−1.5D0)
225 DP(i) = (3.11D−21/(h(i)∗∗3))∗( th∗∗4−hx(i)∗∗4+2.D0∗h(i)∗ &
hx(i )∗∗2∗hxx(i))
Pl( i ) = Psv−ds∗K(i)−DP(i) !∗ Liquid Pressure (Pa) .....
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
230 !∗ ∗!
!∗ Forward steps in the spatial domain ∗!
!∗ ∗!
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
235 DO i=2,res
IF ( iﬂag .EQ. 2) THEN
219
iﬂag = −1
ELSE IF ( iﬂag .EQ. 5) THEN
EXIT
240 END IF
F1 = (R0−h(i−1))∗hfg∗DLOG(R0/(R0−h(i−1)))
a = acc∗DSQRT(M/(2.D0∗pi∗R∗Ti(i−1)))∗ &
(Psv∗M∗hfg/(R∗Tv∗Ti(i−1)))
245 b = acc∗DSQRT(M/(2.D0∗pi∗R∗Ti(i−1)))∗ &
(Vl∗Psv/(R∗Ti(i−1)))
x( i ) = x( i−1) + stp
xold = x( i−1)
xnew = x( i )
250 mdot(i) = a∗(Ti( i−1)−Tv)+b∗(Pl(i−1)−Psv) !∗ Evaporation Rate (kg/s)
Ti( i ) = ((( Tw∗kl/F1)+a∗Tv+b∗ds∗K(i−1))/(kl/F1+a+b∗rhol∗ &
Rg∗DLOG(alp∗h(i−1)∗∗bet)))
mdot(i) = a∗(Ti( i−1)−Tv)+b∗(Pl(i−1)−Psv) !∗ Evaporation Rate (kg/s)
dTdx(i) = (Ti( i )−Ti(i−1))/stp !∗ Temperature Grad.(T/m).
255 dTx = dTdx(i) !∗ Common Var .............
rhol = rho1∗Ti( i )∗∗2+rho2∗Ti(i)+rho3 !∗ Liquid Density (kg/m^3)
Vl = M/rhol !∗ Molar Volume (kmol/m^3)
sig ( i ) = sig1+Ti( i )∗gam !∗ Surface Tension (N/m)..
ds = sig ( i ) !∗ Common Var .............
260 dsdx = ( sig ( i )−sig(i−1))/stp !∗ SIGMA Gradient (N/m^2).
Pc = 2.D0∗ds∗DCOS(th)/R0 !∗ Capillary Pressure (Pa)
Psv = Psv1∗DEXP(Psv2∗Ti(i)) !∗ Sat Vapor Press (Pa) ...
Pv = Psv∗alp∗h(i−1)∗∗bet
mul = mu1∗DEXP(mu2∗Ti(i))+ & !∗ Liquid D Visc. (Pa−s)..
265 mu3∗DEXP(mu4∗Ti(i))
nul = mul/rhol !∗ Liquid K Visc. (m^2/s).
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
270 !∗ ∗!
!∗ Runge−Kutta−Fehlberg Solver: ∗!
!∗ −Setting input variables for solver ∗!
!∗ −Calling RKF45 Solver ∗!
!∗ −Storing solver output to appropriate variables ∗!
275 !∗ ∗!
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
y(1) = h( i−1)
y(2) = hx(i−1)
280 y(3) = hxx(i−1)
CALL DRKF45(FEX, neqn, y, xold, xnew, rerr, aerr , iﬂag , work, &
iwork,ds ,gam,dTx,dpx,dpix,R0)
285 h( i ) = y(1)
hx(i ) = y(2)
hxx(i ) = y(3)
220
xout( i ) = xnew
290 K(i) = (1.D0/(R0−h(i)))∗(1.D0+hx(i)∗∗2.D0)∗∗(−0.5D0)+hxx(i)∗ &
(1.D0+hx(i)∗∗2.D0)∗∗(−1.5D0)
DP(i) = −rhol∗Rg∗Ti(i)∗DLOG(alp∗ & !∗ Disjoining Pressure (Pa) .
h( i )∗∗bet)
295 dpidx( i ) = (DP(i)−DP(i−1))/stp !∗ DJPress Gradient .........
dpix = dpidx( i ) !∗ Common Var ...............
c3 = (1.D0/(2.D0∗mul))∗((R0−h(i))∗∗2∗DLOG(R0)−0.5D0∗R0∗∗2)
c4 = (1.D0/mul)∗(R0−h(i))∗DLOG(R0)
300 c5 = R0∗∗2∗(DLOG(R0)−0.5D0)−(R0−h(i))∗∗2∗(DLOG(R0−h(i))−0.5D0)
c6 = (pi /(8. D0∗nul))∗((R0∗∗4−(R0−h(i))∗∗4)−4.D0∗(R0−h(i))∗∗2∗ &
c5)+pi∗rhol ∗(2.D0∗R0∗h(i)−h(i)∗∗2)∗c3
c7 = −(pi/nul)∗(R0−h(i))∗c5+pi∗rhol∗(2.D0∗R0∗h(i)−h(i)∗∗2)∗c4
305 lamda = lamda−mdot(i)∗stp
dpdx(i ) = −(c7/c6)∗dsdx−(2.D0∗pi∗kl/(hfg∗c6))∗lamda
dpx = dpdx(i )
Pl( i ) =(Psv−ds∗K(i)−DP(i))
310 END DO
OPEN(UNIT=12,FILE="OUTPUT.dat")
DO j=1,i−1
WRITE(12,∗) K(j),h(j ) , mdot(j) , Pl( j ) , xout( j ) , Ti( j ) , DP(j) , &
315 hx(j ) , hxx(j ) , dpdx(j )
END DO
CLOSE(12)
RETURN
320 20 FORMAT(3D20.20)
END SUBROUTINE PORE_EVAP
SUBROUTINE NRH(R0,Tw,kl,hfg,Tv,rhol,alp,bet,hold,sig,acc,M,R,Pv, &
Vl,Rg)
325 !∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
!∗ ∗!
!∗ Newton’s Method to solve for Adsorbed Film thickness ∗!
!∗ for a polar ﬂuid . ∗!
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
330 IMPLICIT NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION :: a, b, acc, R, Tw, Tv, Pv, M, hfg, kl , R0, &
rhol , alp , bet , hold , sig , Vl, hnew, dh, h1, &
h2, hﬁn , db, Rg, dTx, dpx, dpix , gam
COMMON hﬁn
335 DOUBLE PRECISION, &
PARAMETER :: pi=4.D0∗DATAN(1.D0)
a = acc∗DSQRT(M/(2.D0∗pi∗R∗Tw))∗(Pv∗M∗hfg/(R∗Tv∗Tw))
221
b = acc∗DSQRT(M/(2.D0∗pi∗R∗Tw))∗(Vl∗Pv/(R∗Tw))
340
db = 1.D0
DO WHILE (db .GT. DABS(1.D−16))
345 h1 = ((( Tw∗kl) /((R0−hold)∗hfg∗DLOG(R0/(R0−hold)))+a∗Tv+b∗sig∗( &
1.D0/(R0−hold)))/(( kl /(( R0−hold)∗hfg∗DLOG(R0/(R0−hold))))+a &
+b∗rhol∗Rg∗DLOG(alp∗hold∗∗bet)))−Tw
h2 = ((b∗sig) /(R0−hold)∗∗2+(Tw∗kl)/(hfg∗DLOG(R0/(R0−hold)) &
350 ∗(R0−hold)∗∗2)−(Tw∗kl)/(hfg∗DLOG(R0/(R0−hold))∗∗2∗(R0− &
hold)∗∗2)) /( a+kl /( hfg∗DLOG(R0/(R0−hold))∗(R0−hold))+ &
Rg∗b∗rhol∗DLOG(alp∗hold∗∗bet))−((Tv∗a+(b∗sig)/(R0−hold)+ &
(Tw∗kl)/(hfg∗DLOG(R0/(R0−hold))∗(R0−hold)))∗(kl/(hfg∗DLOG( &
R0/(R0−hold))∗(R0−hold)∗∗2)−kl/(hfg∗DLOG(R0/(R0−hold)) &
355 ∗∗2∗(R0−hold)∗∗2)+(Rg∗b∗bet∗hold∗∗(bet−1.D0)∗rhol)/ &
hold∗∗bet) ) /( a+kl /( hfg∗DLOG(R0/(R0−hold))∗(R0−hold))+ &
Rg∗b∗rhol∗DLOG(alp∗hold∗∗bet))∗∗2
dh = h1/h2
360 db = DABS(dh)
hnew = hold − dh
hold = hnew
365 END DO
hﬁn = hold
RETURN
END SUBROUTINE NRH
370 SUBROUTINE FEX(x,y,yp,sig,gam,dTx,dpx,dpix,R0)
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
!∗ ∗!
!∗ Subroutine to evaluate the derivatives of h ∗!
!∗ ∗!
375 !∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!
IMPLICIT NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION :: x, dTx, dpx, dpix , gam, R0, sig
DOUBLE PRECISION :: yp(3), y(3)
380 INTEGER :: res
yp(1) = y(2)
yp(2) = y(3)
yp(3) = 3.D0∗y(3)∗∗2∗y(2)∗(1.D0+y(2)∗∗2)∗∗(−1.D0)+y(3)∗y(2)∗(R0− &
385 y(1) )∗∗(−1.D0)−y(2)∗(1.D0+y(2)∗∗2)∗(R0−y(1))∗∗(−2.D0)− &
(gam/sig) ∗((1. D0+y(2)∗∗2)∗(R0−y(1))∗∗(−1.D0)+y(3))∗ &
dTx−(1.D0/sig)∗(1.D0+y(2)∗∗2)∗∗1.5D0∗(dpx+dpix)
END SUBROUTINE FEX
222
